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A Fair of Art & Design from 
Antiquity through the 21st Century

Vernissage: May 7, 2015
By invitation only

www.springmastersny.com

Clockwise from top left: Large Crying Mask, Alamito Culture - 
Argentina, courtesy of William Siegal Gallery;  Le Corbusier 
Composition pour Sculpture Totem courtesy of Moeller Fine 
Art, New York;  Tony Cragg Portrait courtesy of Osborne 
Samuel;  Bust of Alexander the Great, Roman - Early Imperial, 
courtesy of Phoenix Ancient Art; Tapestry by Josef Albers 
courtesy of Vojtech Blau;  Neale Howells Running Away with 
The Queen courtesy of John Martin Gallery 

Park Avenue Armory
May 8 - 12, 2015

COLLECTING ACROSS CENTURIES

JUXTAPOSITIONS 
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PLEASE NOTE: 
The currency exchange 
rate at the time of going to 
press was US$1.60=GBP1. 

The ‘sold for’ prices shown 
for both Freeman’s and 
Lyon & Turnbull include 
the buyers’ premium.

Tara Theune DavisAlex Dove

When the poet John Keats penned these words almost two hundred years ago, “A thing of 

beauty is a joy forever, its loveliness increases; it will never pass into nothingness,” we know 

it was not auction houses he had in mind. However, that thought could certainly be applied 

to such places, the things consigned to them, and the collectors and connoisseurs who participate in their 

activities in any given year. For the clients who relinquish their treasures and for those who win them at the 

sound of the gavel, temporary repositories such as Freeman’s and Lyon & Turnbull frequently determine the 

future of beautiful, historical, or simply interesting objects and, in some measure, ensure that they are in the 

hands of those who will value and enjoy them once again. 

This coming year we look forward to offering outstanding furniture from renowned Scottish and American 

designers. Lyon & Turnbull will present a pair of Charles Rennie Mackintosh 1911 bander back chairs, never 

before offered on the open market, and made during his last phase of creativity as an architect and designer 

in Glasgow. At Freeman’s, the Leonard B. Sokolove Collection of George Nakashima Furniture, eleven pieces 

hand-selected by the late Philadelphia judge in consultation with Nakashima over the course of four decades, 

will be available. Unique as a whole—most of these works incorporate cherry wood which few clients 

commissioned at the time. 

Reflections of specific times and geographic places as wide-ranging as nineteenth-century Reading and 

Center Bridge, Pennsylvania, the American Civil War, the property of a Chinese empress, and the Dutch 

model ships that helped to make them a formidable sea-faring force during the seventeenth-century, will  

be outstanding highlights of various sales. 

Things of sculptural elegance can be glimpsed this year as well in Philadelphia during the Paul Storr silver 

sale, and in Edinburgh with the Soldani-Benzi bronze, and a work by contemporary artist, Anish Kapoor.  

Both cities will dazzle with fine jewelry offerings—in May a spectacular 9.85 carat diamond at Freeman’s  

and in the summer, exquisite items from the collection of June Gordon, 4th Marchioness of Aberdeen and 

Temair at Lyon & Turnbull. 

We welcome another year of being conduits and temporary keepers, if you will, of beautiful and interesting 

things. Each item, touched by a history all of its own, brings with it our commitment that its value and ability 

to delight and inspire remains. 

A Fair of Art & Design from 
Antiquity through the 21st Century

Vernissage: May 7, 2015
By invitation only

www.springmastersny.com

Clockwise from top left: Large Crying Mask, Alamito Culture - 
Argentina, courtesy of William Siegal Gallery;  Le Corbusier 
Composition pour Sculpture Totem courtesy of Moeller Fine 
Art, New York;  Tony Cragg Portrait courtesy of Osborne 
Samuel;  Bust of Alexander the Great, Roman - Early Imperial, 
courtesy of Phoenix Ancient Art; Tapestry by Josef Albers 
courtesy of Vojtech Blau;  Neale Howells Running Away with 
The Queen courtesy of John Martin Gallery 

Park Avenue Armory
May 8 - 12, 2015

COLLECTING ACROSS CENTURIES

JUXTAPOSITIONS 



August/September

October

04

(UNITED STATES CONTINENTAL 
CONGRESS.) JOURNALS OF CONGRESS
Sold for $26,250 (£16,400)
Freeman’s

Books & Manuscripts  

October 16, 2014

JOHN BYRNE 
(scottish b.1940)
4TH AVENUE
Sold for £12,500 ($20,000)
Lyon & Turnbull

Contemporary & Post-War Art  

August 14, 2014

THE MONYMUSK RELIQUARY 
A fine 19th century copy 

Sold for £25,000 ($40,000)
Lyon & Turnbull

Scottish Silver & Accessories 

August 13, 2014

AN EXCEPTIONAL PAIR OF 
LOUIS XVI STYLE GILT BRONZE 
MOUNTED AGATE AND 
BLOODSTONE COVERED URNS
Second half 19th century

Sold for $87,500 (£54,690)
Freeman’s

English & Continental Furniture & 

Decorative Arts  

October 07, 2014
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LARGE AND VERY RARE IMPERIAL 
GE-TYPE MOON FLASK
Sold for $903,750 (£564,850)
Freeman’s

Asian Arts 

September 13, 2014

RARE CHINESE HUANGHUALI 
COMPOUND CABINET  
18TH CENTURY
Sold for $363,750 (£227,345)
Freeman’s

Asian Arts 

September 13, 2014

CHARLES RENNIE MACKINTOSH 
(scottish 1868-1928) 
FOR MISS CRANSTONS WILLOW 
TEAROOMS
PAIR OF EBONISED OAK LADDER 
BACK CHAIRS, CIRCA 1903
Sold for £109,250 ($174,800)
Lyon & Turnbull

Decorative Arts: Design from 1860 

October 29, 2014

KELMSCOTT PRESS
THE WORKS OF GEOFFREY CHAUCER
Sold for £33,650 ($53,840)
Lyon & Turnbull

Rare Books, Manuscripts,  

Maps & Photographs 

September 10, 2014

CHRISTOPHER DRESSER 
(1834-1904) 
FOR JAMES DIXON & SONS, SHEFFIELD
ELECTROPLATED COFFEE POT,  
CIRCA 1881
Sold for £97,250 ($155,600)
Lyon & Turnbull

Decorative Arts: Design from 1860

October 29, 2014



November

06

RAIMONDO TRENTANOVE 
(italy,	1792-1832)

White marble bust of  

George Washington, 1820

Sold for $40,625 (£25,390)
Freeman’s

American Furniture, Folk & 

Decorative Arts

November 13, 2014

ANDY WARHOL
(american,	1928-1987)

“MARILYN MONROE (MARILYN)”
Sold for $231,750 (£144,840)
Freeman’s

Modern & Contemporary Art 

November 02, 2014

ALEXANDER CALDER
(american,	1898-1976)

“BUSHY-TAILED RED”
Sold for $327,750 (£204,840)
Freeman’s

Modern & Contemporary Art 

November 02, 2014

WHARTON ESHERICK  
(american	1887–1970) 
IMPORTANT COCOBOLO 
SCULPTURE “ESSIE” 
/”REBECCA,” 1933

Sold for $123,750 (£77,345) 
AUCTION RECORD 

Freeman’s

American Furniture,  

Folk & Decorative Arts 

November 12, 2014
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PEAR SHAPED DIAMOND 9.69CT 
Sold for $93,750 (£61,435) 
Freeman’s

Jewelry & Watches 

November 03, 2014

A NATURAL PEARL, DIAMOND 
AND PLATINUM NECKLACE
Sold for $35,000 (£21,875) 
Freeman’s

Jewelry & Watches 

November 03, 2014

IVON HITCHENS  
(british	1893-1979)

STILL LIFE
Sold for £79,250 ($126,800)
Lyon & Turnbull

British & European Paintings 

November 27, 2014

SIR WILLIAM RUSSELL FLINT P.R.A., 
P.R.W.S., R.S.W., R.O.I., R.E. 
(scottish	1880-1969)

CECILIAS CRYSTAL VASE
Sold for £54,050 ($86,480)
Lyon & Turnbull

British & European Paintings 

November 27, 2014
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VAN CLEEF & ARPELS
A mid-20th century 18ct gold mounted 

emerald and diamond bracelet 

Sold for £25,000 ($40,000)
Lyon & Turnbull

Select Jewellery & Watches 

December 10, 2014

BLUE AND WHITE  
MEIPING VASE
Sold for £289,250 ($462,800)
Lyon & Turnbull

Fine Asian Works of Art 

December 02, 2014

EXCEPTIONALLY RARE CELADON AND 
BLUE GLAZED DRAGON CHARGER
YONGZHENG MARK AND OF THE PERIOD
Sold for £241,250 ($386,000)
Lyon & Turnbull

Fine Asian Works of Art 

December 02, 2014

December

IWC-INTERNATIONAL 
WATCH CO. LTD. 
SCHAFFHAUSEN
Le Grande Complication, 

Circa 1992, Edition No. 11/50

Sold for £63,650 
($101,840)
Lyon & Turnbull

Select Jewellery & Watches 

December 10, 2014
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N.C. WYETH
(american	1882–1945)

“I STOOD LIKE ONE THUNDERSTRUCK,  
OR AS IF I HAD SEEN AN APPARITION”
Sold for $435,750 (£272,345) 
Freeman’s

American Art & Pennsylvania Impressionists 

December 07, 2014

DANIEL GARBER
(american	1880–1958)

“RIVER ROAD”
Sold for $327,750 (£204,690) 
Freeman’s

American Art & Pennsylvania Impressionists 

December 07, 2014

FINE FRENCH SILVER 
CENTERPIECE
Paris, second half 19th century

Sold for $15,000 (£39,375)
Freeman’s

Silver & Objets de Vertu 

December 16, 2014

FRANCIS CAMPBELL BOILEAU 
CADELL R.S.A., R.S.W. 
(scottish	1883-1937)

IONA JUNE
Sold for £79,250 ($126,800)
Lyon & Turnbull

Scottish Paintings & Sculpture 

December 11, 2014
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Photo: Denise Guerin

The Women’s Board of The Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts
invites you to mark your calendar for

Thursday, May 14, 2015, 4 - 8:30 p.m.

THE 114TH 
ANNUAL STUDENT EXHIBITION

PREVIEW PARTY

W E
M A K E
A R T I S T S

A convivial evening of friends and first choice of fine art from 
American art’s newest generation.

To Purchase Tickets: pafa.org/asepreview.

GEORGE LESLIE HUNTER 
(scottish	1877-1931)

A STILL LIFE WITH FRUIT AND 
FLOWERS ON A WHITE CLOTH 
Sold for £94,850 ($151,760)
Lyon & Turnbull

Scottish Paintings & Sculpture 

December 11, 2014

December

January GEORGE II MAHOGANY 
BREAKFRONT BOOKCASE
IN THE MANNER OF VILE AND COBB
Circa 1755

Sold for £68,500 ($109,600)
Lyon & Turnbull

Fine Furniture & Works of Art 

January 14, 2015

ISIDOR KAUFMANN 
(austrian/hungarian	1853-1921)

THE ZEALOT (YOUNG RABBI) 

Sold for $185,000 (£115,625)
Freeman’s

European Art & Old Masters 

January 29, 2015



Photo: Denise Guerin

The Women’s Board of The Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts
invites you to mark your calendar for

Thursday, May 14, 2015, 4 - 8:30 p.m.

THE 114TH 
ANNUAL STUDENT EXHIBITION

PREVIEW PARTY

W E
M A K E
A R T I S T S

A convivial evening of friends and first choice of fine art from 
American art’s newest generation.

To Purchase Tickets: pafa.org/asepreview.
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Bubbles & Baubles: Jewelry & Watches Preview
April	16,	2014

Freeman’s Main Line office hosted a breakfast and fine jewelry and watches preview for their local clients. It was well-received and a great opportunity 

to further promote the Jewelry & Watches auction which achieved over $1.5 million in sales. Diamond rings remained popular with collectors in this sale, 

with the focus of the auction falling on a 9.69 carat diamond and platinum ring, fetching $93,750.

Katie Ginter (left) and Susan Costalas (right) examine an enamel 
cuff with Freeman’s Jennifer DeCato (center).

Freeman’s Allia Dhody and International Jewelry Specialist 
Virginia Salem assist Leanne McMenamin previewing jewelry 
during the event.

Sarah Riley, Catherine Wood, and Dana Zdancewicz enjoyed the 
convenience of the event on the Main Line.
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The Teenage Cancer Trust Summer Party at Crosshall Manor, Cambridgeshire
August	29,	2014

In support of Teenage Cancer Trust, Lyon & Turnbull and Vincent Constantine hosted a summer garden party at Crosshall Manor, St. Neots. A precursor 

to Lyon & Turnbull’s first auction at the premises, the evening was an opportunity for local clients to view auction highlights, as well as hear talks from 

BBC Antiques Roadshow specialists. Sponsored by Pol Roger and with music by harpist Holly Lowe, the event raised nearly £1500 for the charity. 

Guests enjoying the party atmosphere in the gardens of 
Crosshall Manor.

Generous host Vincent Constantine, Teenage Cancer Trust 
patrons Malcolm & Kate White and Lyon & Turnbull’s Lee Young.  

Malcolm White, a patron of Teenage Cancer Trust, spoke to 
guests on the amazing work of the charity.  
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Gayfield Twilight Talks: Design in Contemporary Scottish Cultural Life
August	07–September	11	2014

Last summer Lyon & Turnbull hosted three of six of Gayfield Creative Spaces’ Twilight Talk series, a venture in partnership with Creative Scotland.  A 

range of conversations between contemporary designers, curators and researchers from across the UK and Europe - introduced by Dr John Ennis, 

founder of Edinburgh’s latest creative hub - that explored the role design in contemporary Scottish cultural life.  All the Twilight Talks are available to 

review at www.gayfield.co.uk  

Paul Simmons of Timorous Beasties reflects on quality design 
and production.

Prof Lesley Millar of UCA, Sarah Saunders of V&A Dundee 
and independent curator Amanda Game.

Appreciative audiences attend the Gayfield Talks series on 
Design.
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From Calder to Cartier: Preview & Reception 
October	28,	2014

Freeman’s was delighted to host a preview and cocktail reception for its November Modern & Contemporary and Jewelry & Watches auctions. The 

event was a successful kick-off for both, with the Modern & Contemporary auction boasting $2.5 million in sales, the highest total achieved since 2010. 

Alexander Calder’s “Bushy-Tailed Red,” a small sculpture executed by the artist in 1966, achieved the highest price of day at $327,750. 

Pennsylvania Impressionism: The Lure of Landscape Exhibition & Lecture
September	22,	2014

Lyon & Turnbull welcomed Freeman’s Vice Chairman & Head of Paintings, Alasdair Nichol, to Scotland last September as the host of a series of events 

relating to the work of the Pennsylvania Impressionists.  Guests were invited to an exhibition of work by artists including Daniel Garber, Edward Willis 

Redfield and George William Sotter before hearing more from Mr. Nichol in his lecture Pennsylvania Impressionism: The Lure of Landscape.

Alasdair Nichol introduces the work of the Pennsylvania 
Impressionists to Edinburgh.  

Clients appreciating the many Warhols on view during the 
reception.

The work of Pennsylvania Impressionist Daniel Garber on 
view, amongst others, in the Lyon & Turnbull gallery.

Michael Larsen, Freeman’s Head of Jewelry & Watches, assisting 
a client by the vitrine of diamonds.

Paul Roberts, Vice Chairman of Lyon & Turnbull, thanks Mr Nichol.  

Evening preview gives clients a first peek at all works offered for 
auction. 
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An Evening at Michelin Star-winning Hakkasan for Asian Art in London
November	03,	2014

It was Lyon & Turnbull’s pleasure to partner with world-renowned Chinese restaurant Hakkasan for their exhibition as part of Asian Art in London 2015.  

The display showcased highlights from December’s Fine Asian Art auction and gave us the chance to meet many international guests in London for the 

UK’s premier celebration of Asian Art. Special guest Toby Bull  gave a fascinating lecture on authenticity in the Chinese art market entitled A Token from 

Hong Kong - Caveat Emptor, while guests also enjoyed whisky from Scottish distillery, Glenfarclas.

Peter and Cathy Kwok and guest, enjoy the evening with Paul 
Roberts and Dr. Feng Chun.   

Toby Bull takes questions from Geoff Leong and Ben Wong 
following his talk on the Hong Kong art market.

Guests enjoying the talk by Toby Bull.  
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Main Line Antiques Show
November	14,	2014

For the fifth consecutive year, Freeman’s was delighted to sponsor the Main Line Antiques Show which raises money and awareness for Surrey Services 

in Devon. This year, Freeman’s Vice Presidents Thomas B. McCabe IV and David Walker gave a well-received lecture on collections, and the specific 

criteria which would define a unique and valuable collection. 

Matt Hamilton chatted with Freeman’s Senior Vice President Sam 
Freeman at the evening preivew.

David Miller, Maureen Brennan Miller, Alanna Miller and Josh 
Pletscher enjoying the preview.

Janice Peck, JoAnn Massengill, Marianne Dean and Diana Bittel 
at the opening reception.

Small Pictures for Big Projects: Postcards for Sick Kids 2014
Novermber	06,	2014

Once again, Lyon & Turnbull had the pleasure of hosting the Sick Kids Friends Foundation’s biennial art exhibition, Postcards 2014: Small Pictures for Big Projects. 

This prestigious event, sponsored by Lindsays, encompassed 150 specially commissioned artworks, generously donated by distinguished artists from across 

the U.K. Each ‘Postcard’ was displayed anonymously and sold at a fixed price—with the identity of the artist only being revealed upon purchase—an exciting 

evening for all that raised over £40,000 for the SKFF Kreativekids programme.   

Alasdair Cummings, Managing Partner of Lindsays and sponsor, 
revelas the miniature masterpieces.

The Sick Kids Choir entertained guests throughout the evening.Over 300 guests swiftly made their way to secure their desired 
pictures as soon as the cloths were lifted.
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Delaware Antiques Show 
November	o7-09,	2014

This autumn, Freeman’s was privileged to be a sponsor of the Delaware Antiques Show. An annual event, it represents the best of American art, antiques 

and design, and benefits educational programming at Winterthur Museum, the leading museum of American decorative arts and material culture. Author 

and historian Jessica Fellowes’ keynote address, “A Year in the Life of Downton Abbey,” kicked-off an exciting weekend series of lectures, ranging from 

Georgian architecture to printed textiles. 

Jessica Fellowes and Winterthur’s J. Thomas Savage, join 
Governor Jack and First Lady Carla Markell.

Tenley I. B. DeRamel and Elizabeth Fiechtor take a moment from 
antiques shopping for a photograph.

Show chairs Kris Walker, Brett Jones and Margaretta Hershey 
were delighted with the successful opening festivities.
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An Evening with Scottish Ballet: Peter Darrell’s The Nutcracker
November	28,	2014

Scottish Ballet brought the wonder of Peter Darrell’s The Nutcracker to Edinburgh this winter, a sumptuous production that has enraptured audiences 

since opening night.  Lyon & Turnbull were very proud to host a special preview evening of the work several weeks prior to full opening, with dancers 

from Scottish Ballet performing a variety of pieces in the grand surroundings of the main saleroom. Beginning with a very contemporary piece the 

evening finished with a premiere of a scene from The Nutcracker, a true delight for all!  

Guests were invited to enter a prize draw to win an exclusive pair 
of pointe shoes signed by the stars of Scottish Ballet.

Lyon & Turnbull’s new Managing Director, Gavin Strang, talks 
with Scottish Ballet dancer Marge Hendrick.  

Principal dancer, Eve Mutso, in an excerpt from The Nutcracker, 
designed by Lez Brotherston.
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Diamonds On Ice | Winter Auction Highlights in London
November	17,	2014

Lyon & Turnbull welcomed guests to the Royal Opera Arcade last November for an evening of Diamonds on Ice. Select Jewellery & Watches highlights 

sparkled in the cabinets while works from European Old Masters to the Scottish Colourists adorned the walls.  Following a welcoming glass of Pol Roger 

champagne, guests were invited to enjoy delicious cocktails and canapés by the Strand Dining Rooms.

Guests marvel at some of the Select Jewellery highlights on view 
during the evening.

Highlights of the upcoming Fine Paintings auctions proved 
popular.

Lyon & Turnbull Director, Trevor Kyle, tells guests more about the 
private collection of wristwatches on view. 

American Friends of the Louvre Tenth Anniversary
November	18,	2014

The American Friends of the Louvre, which opened its New York City headquarters in 2004, held a tenth anniversary celebration on November 18th 

at the French Consulate. Led by AFL Chairman Christopher Forbes and graciously hosted by Bertrand Lortholary, Consul General of France, the event 

honored H.E. Ambassador François Delattre for his unwavering support of the Louvre Museum’s mission.

Reed Rubin, Danielle Amato-Milligan and Freeman’s Vice 
Chairman Alasdair Nichol were delighted to join the tenth 
anniversary celebration.

Freeman’s Senior Vice President Tara Theune Davis (right) 
enjoyed the company of AFL members Mitzi Perdue and Victoria 
Bjorklund.

Ambassador François Delattre and Consul General of France, 
Bertrand Lortholary, join AFL Chairman, Christopher Forbes, and 
Deputy Director of the Louvre Museum, Hervé Barbaret.
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BOOK NOW
26 March–31 August 2015 
www.ashmolean.org

BOOK NOW
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www.ashmolean.org

LOVE BITES
Caricatures by James Gillray
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A RARE AND IMPORTANT HETIAN JADE ‘BOOK’
Kangxi period, dated 1667

Six plaques incised in Manchurian script bestowing an 

honorary title upon Kangxi’s grandmother, the Empress 

Dowager Xiaozhuang, with full English translation.

Property of a Colorado Gentleman

Acquired in Singapore, 1949

$100,000–$150,000 (£62,500-93,750)



Lee Young | +44 (0)131 557 8844 
lee.young@lyonandturnbull.com

ASIAN ARTS  March 14, 2015   Philadelphia

Richard Cervantes | +1 267.414.1219 
rcervantes@freemansauction.com

19

Bumbutai Borjigit was the Mongolian name of 
Empress Xiaozhuang, one of the most revered 
individuals of Chinese imperial history. Born in 

1613, she was a descendent of the younger brother of 
Genghis Khan. As a 12-year-old, she married into the 
Jurchen clan of Aisin-Gioro to stabilize the political 
alliances between her Mongol family and the Jurchen 
house that was rising in power. Her husband, Hong 
Taiji, was the fourth prince of Nurhaci, the most 
powerful Jurchen chief at the time. The Jurchen 
lived nomadic lives, similar to the Mongols, in 
Northeastern China (known as Manchuria) until 
Nurhaci united all the Jurchen clans into military-
social units called Banners, and ascended the throne 
of what is known as the Later Jin Dynasty.

Hong Taiji succeeded to the throne 1626 and began 
leading the Banners into conquest of what today 
is mainland China. Facing the corrupted and weak 
Ming government, Hong Taiji and his brothers 
broke through defenses easily. In 1635, he renamed 
the Later Jin Dynasty as Qing, or the Manchurian 
Dynasty, to avoid the Han people’s hostile 
associations with the conquest of the Jin Dynasty in 
1125. When Hong Taiji died in 1643, Bumbutai’s son, 
Fulin, succeeded as the Emperor Shunzhi. During this 
time, Bumbutai, now Empress Dowager Xiaozhuang, 
kept a low profile at court. Some rumors say that the 
young emperor became a monk due to his sorrow 
over the death of his most beloved concubine. In 1661 
he suffered a sudden and mysterious death.

This left the newly formed Qing Empire in the hands 
of his 8-year-old son, Aisin-Gioro Xuanye, later 
known as the great Emperor Kangxi.  Bumbutai, then 
the Grand Empress Dowager, took charge of the 
upbringing of the child emperor and counseled him 
to learn from the Four Regents, who were appointed 
during Emperor Shunzhi’s time. 

In the years to come, Bumbutai spent days and 
nights checking on the progress of the young 
Emperor Kangxi, who was educated in martial arts, 
Han literature, the Mongolian language, as well as 
Manchu, his mother tongue. He was asked to review 
memorials and to approve edicts that were in Han, 
Mongolian, as well as in the Manchurian language, all 
part of his daily responsibilities. 

Some of the commonly given edicts were the title 
dedications for new Empresses, Empress Dowagers, 
and Grand Empress Dowagers when they were 
honored with laudatory titles. Emperor Kangxi greatly 
valued his grandmother, Grand Empress Dowager 
Xiaozhuang, who assisted him in his personal growth, 
as well as his rise to political power. Some historians 
claimed that she was the mastermind behind many 
of his early successes, such as defeating the power-
seizing regent, Gulwagiya Oboi. On November 17 of 
the Lunar Year of Dingwei—December 31, 1667 in 
the Western calendar—Emperor Kangxi dedicated 
his grandmother for the third time, giving her the 
title of the “Luminous, Wise, Kind, Long-life, Polite, 
Simple, Peaceful, Admirable, Elegant, Auspicious, 
Honest, Gracious, Gentle, Dignified, Tranquil, and 
Harmonious Empress Dowager.”  According to 
court regulation, the dedication was scripted into 
the imperial records and a book made out of jade, 
containing these words, was then given to the 
Grand Empress Dowager. The book’s jade exuded a 
vibrant color of greyish olive-green, intertwined with 
white and russet streaks, and came from Hetian— 
otherwise known as Khotan— a city in the Uyghur 
region renowned for the production and export of 
nephrite jade to China since ancient times. 

Because of the destruction of wars, very few 
imperial jade books from the Qing palaces survived. 
Although Grand Empress Dowager Xiaozhuang was 
dedicated two more times before her death in 1688 
by the Emperor Kangxi, and three more times in the 
next forty-seven years, only this third dedication 
book has been found. What remains today are six 
panels of this important and rare book, containing 
all the Manchurian texts of Emperor Kangxi’s third 
dedication to his grandmother in 1667. The book 
in its original form would have also included two 
cover panels, as well as two Han Chinese translation 
panels. The book was in possession of a Singaporean 
collector in the early twentieth-century and was 
then translated to Mandarin Chinese, as well as 
English, in 1954 by Lee Seow Mong and C.M. Wong, 
who were Senior Chief Translators for the Imperial 
Court of Singapore. It then passed down through the 
collector’s family until today. It is possibly the most 
important physical evidence that recorded the legacy 
of a woman whose life directly affected the success 
of one of China’s most powerful empires. 
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ANISH KAPOOR C.B.E., R.A. 
(indian/British B. 1954) 

RED DISC, SMALL 
Signed and dated 2011 verso,  

coated stainless steel 

30cm (11.75in) diameter 
£40,000-60,000 ($64,000–96,000)
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Born in Bombay (now Mumbai), India  
in 1954, Anish Kapoor has since the 
1970s lived and worked in London, 

studying at Hornsey College of Art and 
Chelsea School of Art throughout that 
decade. His intensely distinctive sculptural 
works have made him a name across the 
creative and connoisseurial   worlds, and it 
is no exaggeration to describe him as one 
of the most influential artists of our time. 
Representing Britain at the XLIV Venice 
Biennale in 1990, Kapoor went on to win 
the Turner Prize in 1991, was awarded a 
CBE in 2003 and a knighthood in 2013, for 
services to the visual arts. He has had solo 
shows in such institutions as the Royal 
Academy of Arts and the Turbine Hall at 
Tate Modern.

Kapoor’s simultaneous gravitas and 
popularity may be attributed to the 
instantaneous grasp his sculpture achieves 
over the viewer‘s mind and feelings; the 
work asks of you both engagement and 

astonishment, casting a spell on their 
audience on several levels, and they are 
often theatrical, as the word “audience” 
suggests. Frequently executed at extremes 
of scale, Kapoor’s work is both a feat of 
engineering and of transmutation of form. 
He works in the most physical, tangible 
and earthly of materials – pigment, 
stainless steel, stone, resin and wax – 
yet his sculptures utilise understanding 
of what might be termed the physical 
sciences through art to suggest, through 
the utterly physical, the unutterable, and 
eventually the metaphysical.

The concave (therefore also convex) disc, 
perhaps the sculptural form at which his 
work most comes to rest philosophically, 
is the model or epitome of these qualities. 
The viewer is drawn to look into the 
strange bottomlessness of the reflective 
surface, absorbed by the work through 
its depth of pigmentation and the 
endlessly shape-shifting forms created 

within the low bowl. This mesmerising, 
dream-holding quality means that the 
viewer experiences and feels the work 
as opposed to merely observing it; the 
sculpture engages its viewer, or holder, at 
a suggestive and psychological, as well as 
a pleasing physical, level. This work is the 
product of the artist’s profound capacity to 
render in form his continuing conversation 
with the world that speaks about light and 
darkness, presence and absence, the solid 
and the intangible. 

The work illustrated here for sale is one 
such classic disc form. Created as one of a 
small, exclusive limited edition run for the 
recipients of a prestigious arts award in the 
UK in 2011, it is one of the few examples 
in this series coloured in the blood-red 
pigment which is so important in Kapoor’s 
work. The domestic scale is also a highly 
unusual and desirable quality given the 
more familiar and all but “untameable”, 
vast proportions of Kapoor’s work. 



CHARLES RENNIE MACKINTOSH 
(scottish 1868-1928)

PAIR OF CHAIRS FOR WILLIAM DOUGLAS ESQ., 
circa 1911, Stained oak

47cm wide, 100.5cm high, appprox. 46cm deep

£10,000-15,000 ($16,000-24,000)



In 1911, when these chairs were made, Charles 
Rennie Mackintosh was in the last phase of 
creativity as an architect and designer in Glasgow, 

before he and his wife Margaret Macdonald 
Mackintosh moved to Walberswick in Suffolk. During 
that year he was commissioned by Miss Cranston to 
provide designs for the temporary White Cockade 
tearoom at the Glasgow Exhibition. He also produced 
redesigns of furniture and interior decorations for 
The Chinese Room and designed a new room, The 
Cloister Room, both for Miss Cranston’s Ingram 
Street Tearooms. 

At the same time he worked on a series of furniture 
designs for his friend, the decorator William 
Davidson, who worked from premises in West 
George Street and was employed on various projects 
by Mackintosh including Hous’hill, Miss Cranston’s 
home, in 1904.  Amongst the furniture designed for 
Davidson was a set of six oak dining chairs, of which 
this pair offered for sale in March forms part. The 
chairs are stained dark and designed in the brander 
back style, so called in Scotland because of their 
backs’ resemblance to the brander iron or gridiron 
used over the fire to cook meat or to toast oatcakes. 
The origins of the brander back date to the late 18th 
century or earlier. The simple concept of vertical 
back slats was used on chairs in one interpretation or 
another for all levels of society throughout Scotland 
until the second half of the 19th century when it fell 
out of fashion.

Mackintosh’s genius was that he had the ability 
to make something new out of tradition, as these 
deceptively simple chairs demonstrate. In common 
with, for example, his interpretations of ladder back 
chairs in various manifestations; Mackintosh has 
designed his own version of this vernacular chair. 
The back, typically squat, has been elongated, and 
the number of slats doubled from a characteristic 
four to eight. He has further accentuated the 
vertical character of the chair by omitting the cross-
stretchers, normally found to the front and rear.

Never before offered on the open market, the chairs 
represent an opportunity to purchase rare examples 
of the work of this remarkable artist.

Literature 

Billcliffe, Roger ‘Charles Rennie Mackintosh: The 
Complete Furniture, Furniture Drawings and Interior 
Designs’, Moffatt 2009, p. 213, see footnote to no. 
1910.12.25

Cotton, Bernard D. ‘Scottish Vernacular Furniture’, 
London 2008, pp. 172-177, plates 296-298
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GEORGE NAKASHIMA (1905-1990) 
Special Cherry Room Divider, 1984. 

H: 24, W: 56 1/4, D: 19 1/2 in.

$15,000-25,000 (£9,375–15,625)

GEORGE NAKASHIMA (1905-1990) 
Round Turned-leg Cherry Dining Table, 1957. 

H: 28 1/2, Diam: 54 in.

$5,000-7,000 (£3,125–4,375)

GEORGE NAKASHIMA (1905-1990) 
Set of Four Cherry Mira Chairs, 1957.

 H: 27 1/2, W: 19 1/2, D: 16 1/2 in.

$3,000-5,000 (£1,875–3,125)
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Freeman’s is delighted to offer the Leonard B. Sokolove 
Collection of George Nakashima furniture at their American 
Furniture, Folk & Decorative Arts auction on April 22. The 

eleven pieces in this auction were hand-selected by Leonard 
and Doris Sokolove in consultation with George Nakashima over 
the course of four decades. Taken as a whole, the collection is 
unique—all but one of the works incorporates cherry wood in its 
construction. Although cherry was one of Nakashima’s preferred 
lumbers, along with native walnut, few clients purposefully 
commissioned a succession of works in this wood. Much more 
commonly, clients opted for the darker grain of walnut and as 
such, far fewer pieces of furniture were made in cherry. 

A humble wood often sourced from local, fallen trees, the use 
of cherry in furniture construction was part and parcel with 
Nakashima’s most fundamental belief about the nature of craft 
and his role in the process. The artist sought to give a second life 
to dead trees through the creation of simple, utilitarian furniture. 
“We feel that pride in craftsmanship, of doing as perfect a job as 
possible, of producing something of beauty even out of nature’s 
discards, are all homely attributes that can be reconsidered,” 
he wrote. Nakashima was not interested in creating a flashy 
statement or establishing a unique design style, but rather 
overseeing the practical application for a universal and modest 
material. His furniture was always intended to be used, never 
to be revered as an art object to be passively observed from a 
distance. He reiterated, “Furniture should be lived with and not 
considered something overly precious.” Following Nakashima’s 
lead, the Sokoloves assembled an understated, yet beautiful and 
functional collection of furniture suited to their family’s needs. 
The selected works reflect Leonard and Doris Sokolove as willing 
partners in Nakashima’s conventional design process.

The heart of the Sokolove Collection is the family’s Round Turned-
Leg Dining Table, ordered from Nakashima in 1957. With a 4 1/2 
foot diameter, the table is among the larger sizes of this form, which 
ranged from 3 to 5 feet in diameter. He designed it so a diner’s legs 
would not be obstructed while seated. To match the warm yellow 
and reds of the table’s top, the Sokoloves ordered four cherry Mira 
chairs and a pair of cherry Arm chairs to complete the dining suite. 
Originally conceived by Nakashima for his daughter, Mira, the chairs 
which now bear her name incorporate construction signatures her 
father appropriated from Shaker design.

The Sokolove Collection is highlighted by a Special Cherry Room 
Divider from 1984, the last piece of furniture ordered from 
Nakashima and the only know diminutive example of the form 
to have been created. Typically devised to bisect a domestic 
interior into two distinct spaces, the Sokoloves asked Nakashima 
to create a cabinet with the lower height of a room divider at 
24 inches, yet intended to be placed against a wall for use as a 
sideboard in the family’s dining room, a role more typically fulfilled 
by the studio’s Sliding Door Cabinet, with its larger height and 
more spacious interior. The smaller scale of the room divider at 24 
by 56 1/2 inches makes it one of the more compact, free-standing 
pieces of storage furniture created by Nakashima’s studio. Most 
dividers were created with three sliding doors, whereas the 
Sokolove Room Divider has but two. The cabinet is unique in other 
regards—while not intended to be viewed from behind, the Room 
Divider, nonetheless, has a slight “free” or “natural” profile to the 
back edge of the top, as well as a more pronounced “free” edge 
at the front. The edges are both in sapwood, contrasting with 
the deeper hue of the heartwood which runs through the central 
portion of the top. In order to achieve this effect, Nakashima 
would have specially selected a single board of cherry lumber 
to closely match the intended dimensions of the cabinet. In a 
preliminary drawing of it, Nakashima wrote to Leonard Sokolove, 
“This is our local cherry — much more interesting and richer 
grain.” Other works in the collection include a rectangular “free” 
edge End Table, Round Cherry Pedestal End Table, and a Walnut 
Plank Stool, all on offer in the April 22 auction at Freeman’s.

Leonard B. Sokolove was born in Philadelphia on Christmas 
Eve in 1925. A Bucks County native, he attended Central High 
School and served as a radioman in the Second World War. 
He was awarded the Bronze Star for bravery and the Purple 
Heart for wounds sustained following the rescue of an injured 
comrade during the Battle of the Bulge. With the help of the GI 
Bill, he graduated from Temple University and its law school 
in 1951. While raising two sons and a daughter with his wife, 
Doris, Sokolove served the community in a variety of public 
roles. During the 1960s and 70s, he acted as Solicitor to Bristol 
Township and was appointed to the bench of the County Court 
in 1981.

Advocating on behalf of those who could not advocate for 
themselves, Sokolove served 14 years as an Orphans’ Court 
judge, ruling on over 3,000 adoption cases. Bringing compassion 
and reason to matters of the heart, he presided over a number 
of landmark cases, including one in 1990 in which an adoption 
agency attempted to deny the adoption of a 15-month-old 
African-American baby to a white couple on the basis of the 
couple’s race. Sokolove upheld the adoption, ruling that the 
couple’s race had no legal bearing on their ability to love and 
raise the child as their own. In 1994, he presided over the “Baby 
Brittany” case, ruling that a Korean child could be placed with 
an adoptive father, in spite of the father’s wife’s recent death 
from cancer, leaving him as a single parent to the child. Leonard 
Sokolove is remembered as a gentle man who served as an 
example to others through his words and actions.
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Acharming view of an early 19th 
Century city center from a 
Wyomissing, Pennsylvania area 

collection will be one of the highlights 
of Freeman’s spring Americana auction. 
Offering an historic glimpse of Reading’s 
Penn Square at the intersection of Fifth and 
Penn Streets, this work, entitled, The Court 
House, Reading, Berks County, Penna. Erected 
in the year 1762 and demolished in the year 
1838 was ”taken from nature” in 1838 by 
F.A. Holtzwart (1806-?), a little-known and 
somewhat mysterious German-born artist 
and lithographer. 

F.A. Holtzwart arrived in Baltimore from 
Germany in 1834, eventually settling in 
Reading and Philadelphia.  His only other 
known works are a miniature portrait of 
a gentleman from Reading, signed and 
dated 1835, and a lithograph, A View of 
Reading taken from the West Side of the 
Schuylkill, published by Lehman & Duvall 

of Philadelphia in 1837.  The next record 
of Holtzwart is in 1839 when he arrived in 
Cowes, England, from the United States. 
He listed his occupation as “artist” and 
stated that he was on his way to Bremen, 
Germany, on “private business.” There are 
no further references, either in American or 
Europe, to the artist F.A. Holtzwart.

In this early, idyllic illustration of Reading, 
the courthouse appears enclosed by the 
surrounding shops of G. Keim & Son, and 
O’Brien and Beecher, as well as by a market 
shed. Depicted as a two-story structure 
made of limestone, plastered and incised 
to imitate cut stone, it had an interior floor 
of brick with benches arranged on inclined 
platforms along the south and east sides. 
The judge’s bench was along the northern 
wall, the jury box in the northeast corner, 
and the court crier would have been seated 
on an elevated chair at the center. Its 
steeple held a 30 hour clock— reputedly 

made by Valentine Urletig, the earliest 
known clockmaker of Reading— with 
four faces: the east and west faces with 
functional clocks, the north and south 
faces with non-functional clock faces. A 
300 pound bell, “Cast for Reading Court 
House, Berks County, Pa, Thomas Bagley, 
Bridgewater founder 1762,” hung in the 
steeple. Too small and antiquated, Reading 
replaced this quaint Colonial structure 
with an elegant Court House in the Greek 
Revival style in 1840.

Although Holtzwart’s association with 
America appears to have been a brief one, 
he, like other foreign-born artists who 
drew American town views , cityscapes 
and vistas,  left for the city of Reading a 
captivating and important  reminder of 
a long since demolished landmark and a 
former source of  civic pride. 

F.A. HOLTZWART (1806- ?)  
THE COURT HOUSE, READING, 
BERKS COUNTY, PENNA. 
Erected in the year 1762 and 

Demolished in the year 1838, signed, 

“from nature by F. A. Holztwart 1838,”  

watercolor and ink on paper, framed.  

8 in. x 9 1/2 in. 

$8,000-12,000 (£5,000–7,500)
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Following his service as a major-
general in the Union Army during the 
Civil War, Benjamin Franklin Butler 

(1818-1893) emerged as a politically 
powerful and prominent representative of 
the radical wing of the Republican Party, 
becoming a strong supporter of escaping 
slaves and of the United States Colored 
Troops. Freeman’s is especially pleased 
to offer a noteworthy and fascinating 
letter from General Ulysses S. Grant to 
Butler during that pivotal time in American 
history.

Hand-written, signed, and dated December 
11, 1864 by Grant, Butler’s commanding 
officer, this letter was sent from City Point, 
Virginia, to Butler at Fort Monroe, Virginia. 

It reveals that Grant did not think too 
highly of Butler’s military skills: “Richmond 
paper of the 10th shows that on the 7th 
Sherman was east of Ogeechee, and within 
25 miles of Savannah, having marched 
18 miles the day before. If you do not get 
off immediately you will lose the chance 
of surprising a weak garrison.” In spite of 
this, Butler’s status as a key political ally 
of President Lincoln prevented Grant from 
removing him from military service before 
the presidential election of 1864. 

Lincoln’s re-election and Butler’s failures to 
attack swiftly as Grant urged in this letter 
and to take Fort Fisher at the end of the 
month, allowed Grant to appeal directly to 
Lincoln for permission to relieve him of his 

command. “There is a lack of confidence 
in [Butler’s] military ability,” Grant averred 
before informing him of his recall on 
January 8, 1865. 

After the war, Butler served as a member 
of the U. S. House of Representatives, 
had a prominent role in the impeachment 
of President Andrew Jackson, authored 
the (anti) Klu Klux Klan Act of 1871 and 
the Civil Rights Act of 1875—declared 
unconstitutional by the Supreme Court 
in 1883. Grant’s letter encompasses a 
dynamic moment of our Civil War and 
its continuing aftermath. It also reveals 
the triumphs, failures, and political 
maneuverings of government and military 
that has a resonance for us even today. 
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LIEUTENANT GENERAL  

U.S. GRANT. AUTOGRAPH 

LETTER SIGNED.  

City Point, VA, Dec 11, 1864.

$5,000-8,000 (£3,125–5,000)
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Massimiliano Soldani-Benzi (1656-
1740) was Master of the Mint in 
Florence, but extended his range 

beyond the coinage of Tuscany. In 1702 he 
had modelled two elaborate mythological 
subjects, the Judgement of Paris and Diana 
and Callisto, which give a premonition of the 
sculptor’s ‘pictorial’ style of composition, 
with strong diagonals animating the groups 
of figures, which are laden with exquisitely 
rendered details. Soldani had learned at the 
short-lived Medicean Academy in Rome, 
where one of his instructors had been 
Ercole Ferrata, himself a follower of Algardi. 
Soldani was thus a leading member of 
the third generation of sculptors in the 
tradition of the Roman Baroque, of which 
the present group, Ganymede and the Eagle, 
is a typical product. 

It was probably statuary after the Antique 
and his splendid portrait medallions that 
initially attracted the British ‘Milordi’ 
to Soldani’s studio at the Mint, which 
was conveniently situated opposite the 
entrance to the Uffizi Gallery. Surviving 
correspondence from the sculptor to his 
representative in London, G.G. Zamboni, 
describes Soldani’s attempts to sell, and get 
payment from, these well-heeled English 
gentlemen. Soldani’s first letter, of 15 
October 1716, described Lord Burlington’s 
purchase of two bronze reliefs of The 

Seasons and his order for two others (all 
now in the Royal Collection). It also relates 
how Burlington commissioned some other 
groups in bronze from models that he had 
seen in Soldani’s studio. These had since 
been cast, but not paid for, and so had not 
been forwarded to His Lordship. Soldani 
enclosed for Zamboni’s benefit a list of the 
four compositions in question, as well as 
their measurements and prices. It begins 
with Venus and Adonis, of which there is 
an example in the J. Paul Getty Museum, 
California, and ends with a splendid, 
Bernini-esque, group of Apollo & Daphne.

In between them, the sculptor lists casts 
from terracotta models that the flighty 
young Lord Burlington also had seen and 
commissioned: a matching pair of rather 
smaller and simpler groups depicting 
Leda and the Swan and Ganymede and the 
Eagle. To Soldani’s chagrin Burlington 
did not honour his obligation, but further 
correspondence from Soldani to Zamboni 
indicate such a pair was later sent to 
England. The present statuette - with its 
interesting Anglo-Irish provenance that 
might take it as far back as 1716 - may well 
be one of them. The only other pair, in the 
Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, is from 
an Italian source.

The Earl of Lanesborough was a title in 
the Peerage of Ireland. It was created 
in 1756 for Humphrey Butler, 2nd 
Viscount Lanesborough. The Butler 
family descended from Theophilus Butler, 
who represented County Cavan and 
Belturbet in the Irish House of Commons. 
In 1715 he was raised to the Peerage of 
Ireland as Baron Newtown-Butler, of the 
County of Fermanagh, with remainder 
to the heirs male of his father. It may 
have been he who acquired the present 
bronze, probably with its pair of Leda and 
the Swan (now missing), from Soldani’s 
representative G.G. Zamboni in London. 
This exquisite work of Italian Baroque 
sculpture, which comes to Lyon & Turnbull 
from the collection of the Countess of 
Lanesborough, will be featured in their Fine 
Furniture & Works of Art auction on the 
22 April. 

Lyon & Turnbull would like to thank  
Dr. Charles Avery for his assistance with 
cataloguing this bronze.  To read Dr. Avery’s 
complete essay on Soldani-Benzi’s bronzes 
commissioned by Lord Burlington, and in 
particular Ganymede and the Eagle, please 
visit www.lyonandturnbull.com 

MASSIMILIANO SOLDANI-BENZI 
(1656-1740)

GANYMEDE AND THE EAGLE
Bronze, 38.5cm wide

ESTIMATE UPON REQUEST
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ISAMU NOGUCHI 

(american, 1904–1988)

“HOME” 

Signed on base, Kasama stoneware. 

Executed in 1952. 

height: 6 1/2 in. (16.5 cm); width: 11 1/2 in. (29.2 cm); 

depth: 4 in. (10.2 cm)

$100,000–150,000 (£62,500–93,750)
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Best known for his furniture designs, 
stone and bronze sculptures, 
public parks, and paper lanterns, 

Isamu Noguchi’s name is well-secured 
in the narrative of post-war Modern art. 
However, equally significant and often 
overlooked is his oeuvre of ceramics. 
This small, profound, and personal opus 
consists of approximately 200 pieces 
created in Japan during three intensive 
periods: five months in 1931; one week in 
1950; and several months in 1952. Though 
his involvement with clay was ultimately 
brief within the larger context of his career, 
his impact was far-ranging, influencing 
a contemporary community and future 
generation of Japanese and American 
artists. 

Noguchi was born in Los Angeles in 1904, 
the illegitimate child of Japanese poet 

Yone Noguchi and the American editor of 
his writings, Léonie Gilmour.  Due to anti-
Japanese sentiment in the United States, 
he and his mother moved to Japan in 1906.  
Though his father was also living there, 
Noguchi was raised solely by his mother 
until she sent him to Indiana for schooling 
at the age of twelve.  In his autobiography, 
he recalls that his first feeling of joy was 
creating the “form of a sea wave, in clay 
with a blue glaze” during his childhood in 
Japan.1 This experience set a precedent 
for his future work in ceramics. While 
most of his artistic endeavors were 
executed in the United States and involved 
industrial materials such as steel, chrome, 
and plastics, he would work only with 
clay in Japan where, in his own words, 
“the earth and the sentiment are suited 
to pottery.”2  For Noguchi, ceramics 
and Japan were inextricably linked for 
reasons more profound than the specific 
materials available. The act of pottery-
making was itself a ceremonial experience. 
By “embracing the Japanese earth,” he 
was immersing himself in his heritage 
and becoming one with the land of his 
ancestors.3 His artistic endeavor in Japan 
was a spiritual, soul-searching journey—a 
quest for identity. Clay was his medium for 
this self-discovery.  

While in Japan, Noguchi dedicated himself 
to his homeland’s rich culture, craft 
tradition, natural landscape, and rural 
aesthetic. He worked alongside Japanese 
potters, learned local ceramic techniques, 
styles and glazes, studied ancient Japanese 
sculpture and history, befriended writers 
and artists, and reconnected with relatives.  
One of his greatest fascinations was the 
prehistoric Japanese tomb sculptures called 
Haniwa, whose rustic, eroded qualities 
resonated in his own designs. Another 
aspect of Japanese culture that informed 
his work was the integration of art with 
life. Describing this national philosophy, 
Japanese art historian Yashiro Yukio writes, 
“Due to the Japanese peoples’ love of 
crafts, the various crafts do not develop 
separately from fine arts as one sees in 
other nations; they are part of a total art 

aestheticizing people’s surrounding in daily 
life.”4 Noguchi eschewed the Western ideal 
of “art for art’s sake” and sought instead to 
create pottery that would elevate art to a 
higher social purpose. 

Home, which will be offered at Freeman’s 
in May 2015, was created in 1952 when 
Noguchi was living with his Japanese wife 
in a rural hillside cottage in Kamakura, 
an area rich in religious and cultural 
history.1  Inspired by the region, he became 
preoccupied with philosophical ideas 
of Zen Buddhism and Japanese literary 
traditions, whose stories, imagery, and 
metaphors he translated into clay. 

Despite his passion for Japanese culture, 
Noguchi never completely abandoned the 
Western world of Modern art. To these 
deeply ingrained oriental ideals and old 
Japanese aesthetics, he added concepts 
taken from Modern movements such as 
Surrealism, Constructivism, architectural 
forms, and stage designs, thereby giving 
his ceramics a richer, dualistic nature. He 
consciously saw himself as an interpreter 
and his art the shared language between 
the East and West. When Japanese and 
American tensions were at their highest 
around the time of World War II, he saw 
this as his duty and the fulfillment of his 
dual heritage. Noguchi poignantly stated, 
“I felt that if I could offer a continuation of 
that bridge which is the common language 
of art, I will have offered my part to the 
human outlook that must one day find all 
people together.”6

1  Isamu Noguchi, A Sculptor’s World (New York: Harper and Row, 

1968), 11.

2   Isamu Noguchi, “Shö jijöden” (Brief autobiography), Geijutsu 

shinchõ 3, no. 11 (November 1952): 48.

3 Noguchi, A Sculptor’s World, 21.

4  Yashiro Yukio, Nihon bijutso no tokushitsu (Special features of 

Japanese art) (Tokyo: Iwanami shoten, 1943), 184.

5  Diane Botnick and Nancy Grove, The Sculpture of Isamu 

Noguchi, 1924-1979: A Catalogue (New York and London: 

Garland Publishing, 1980), no. 349

6  Makiko Sugiyama, Banraisha, A Poetic Architecture by Yoshiro 

Taniguchi and Isamu Noguchi, Kajima Institute Publishing Co. 

Ltd, 2006. P. 69.

Charlotte Riordan | +44 (0)131 557 8844 
charlotte.riordan@lyonandturnbull.com
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9.85 CARAT MARQUISE DIAMOND, 
PLATINUM AND FOURTEEN KARAT 
GOLD RING    
$60,000-80,000 (£37,500–50,000)
                                                                                                                       

ART DECO DIAMOND & PLATINUM 
BRACELET   
$15,000-25,000 (£9,375–15,625)
                        

A PAIR OF FANCY YELLOW DIAMOND, 
DIAMOND, PLATINUM AND EIGHTEEN 
KARAT GOLD DAY/NIGHT EARRINGS, 
VAN CLEEF & ARPELS   
$20,000-30,000 (£12,500–18,750)
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Today’s jewelry market continues to 
flourish and produce exceptionally 
strong results. Among the most 

notable examples are larger carat 
diamonds, as well as pieces signed by 
prominent designers, which demonstrate 
the selective nature of today’s jewelry 
buyer. Auction results over the past 
several years remain consistently positive 
and show no sign of waning.

Freeman’s May Fine Jewelry auction 
will be a part of this continuing trend.
They are pleased to offer a 9.85 carat, 
marquise-shape diamond that would 
make an impressive statement anywhere. 
Because it gives a much more fluid look on 
the finger, the desirability of such a large 
diamond of this shape is greatly increased 
compared to a smaller version.

Equally exciting are the signed pieces from 
notable European designers, Buccellati 
and Van Cleef & Arpels.  Buccellati—
renowned for their signature silky 
smooth gold texturing—is represented 
by an eye-catching cuff bangle. Typically, 
these bangles are beautifully crafted and 
accented with a variety of delicately set 
gemstones and diamonds. This bangle, 
however, is set with a large emerald-cut 
aquamarine, displaying the typical sea-
water blue color of the Brazilian Santa 
Maria mine discovered in 1950.  Its show-
stopping allure will not go unnoticed. 

Not to be outshone in this sale is a pair of 
circa-1970’s Van Cleef & Arpels earrings, 
which bring together the signature style 
and execution of the French jewelers with 

attention. These vintage jewels are seeing 
a renewed interest with many jewelers and 
collectors who are happily bringing back 
designs from that period to delight and 
enhance our lives once again. 

the beauty of fancy colored diamonds. In 
this example, the earrings are pavé-set 
with both fine quality white diamonds and 
natural, fancy intense to vivid orangey-
yellow diamonds, giving each a wonderful 
glow. The simple elegance and versatility of 
these “door knocker” earrings make them 
a beautiful and splendid adornment for a 
night out on the town, or the red carpet.

Another offering is an iconic 1970’s 
Omega “statement” watch in 18- karat 
white gold with a “bark” finish—a head-
turning look that is sure to receive a lot of 

JEWELRY & WATCHES   May 04, 2015   Philadelphia

Michael Larsen | +1 818.205.3608 
mlarsen@freemansauction.com

Virginia Salem | +1 267.414.1233
vsalem@freemansauction.com

Jewelry auction highlights will be 

traveling to London, New York 

and Los Angeles. Please contact 

the department for details.

Trevor Kyle | +44(0) 131 557 8844
trevor.kyle@lyonandturnbull.com
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A RARE 18TH CENTURY 
JACOBITE DECANTER, 
decorated with three Jacobite 
roses and portrait of Prince 
Charles Edward Stuart 
£4,000-6,000 ($6,400-9,600)
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JACOBITE, STUART & SCOTTISH APPLIED ARTS   May 13, 2015   Edinburgh

Colin Fraser | +44 (0)131 557 8844 
colin.fraser@lyonandturnbull.com 

Nick Curnow  | +44 (0)131 557 8844 
nick.curnow@lyonandturnbull.com 

Many movements, both national 
and political, have used the world 
of applied arts to promote their 

causes and ideals. The power of portrait 
and images associated with any cause go 
back to the roots of self-promotion, from 
the ancient Egyptians representation of 
themselves in paintings and sculpture 
to the political manifesto fliers received 
today. 

But perhaps the Jacobite movement and 
Prince Charles Edward Stuart took this to 
a new level in the 18th century arts. From 
effigies in portraits and miniatures showing 
the Bonnie Prince and his father as they 
wish to be considered – strong military 
men with a divine right to the throne – to 
the propaganda placed by both sides 
throughout the uprising in medallions, 
symbolism and hidden meanings were 
abound. 

After the defeat at the battle of Culloden 
in 1746 showing one’s Jacobite support 
was not only dangerous but a treasonous 
offence, the Act of Proscription in 
1747 had banned tartan, bagpipes and 
controlled the Jacobite and Scottish 
identity. Therefore, the ownership of any 
Jacobite items was a high risk affair.

One of the most iconic and perhaps 
unique uses, of this form of expression 
was the injection of political symbolism 
into glassware - beautifully crafted objects 
that would have shown both overtly 
and invertly the bearer’s support for the 

This hidden  emblem would have been 
known and obvious to supporters of 
the cause but remained hidden from 
Hanoverian forces and perhaps saved 
the life of the owners. It is believed that 
if raided by Hanoverian forces whilst 
meeting and toasting the Stuart King, 
supporters would ceremoniously throw 
their glassware into the fire leaving no 
trace of their ‘treasonous’ support. 

 It is fortunate that a few examples   of 
such pieces have survived the turmoil’s 

of history  allowing us to 
appreciate the many facets 

of the Jacobite use of 
applied arts within 

their cause. Lyon & 
Turnbull’s inaugural 
auction of Jacobite, 
Stuart & Scottish 
Applied Arts in 
May will showcase 
a cross section 
of the arts of the 
period that played 

such an important 
role within the 

Jacobite movement; 
from the traditional 

portraits, miniatures, 
fine silver, antique arms and 

rare manuscripts to the romantic 
and provoking relics of the rebellion and 
people within.  

cause. The iconography on the glass is 
sometimes obvious, in the rare examples 
with engraved portrait or Royal symbols, 
which no doubt were only owned by the 
most ardent Jacobites secure in their 
position not to be caught with such 
items. But perhaps the most interesting 
is the plethora of hidden symbolism 
and messages within more ‘innocent’ 
decoration. 

The finely engraved roses around the 
bowl of a glass illustrated here may just 
seem decorative at first; however, 
the presence of the Jacobite 
rose was a clear display 
of political affiliation. 
A commonly used 
symbol within the 
movement but seen 
in this combination 
of a large open 
displayed rose head 
flanked by two 
buds (one open, the 
other closed) was a 
greater and powerful 
symbol. Representing 
King James VIII / III 
(of England) (the open 
rose), Prince Charles (the 
open bud representing his claim 
and right to the throne) and Henry 
Benedict Stuart, Cardinal Duke of York 
(the closed bud showing the fact he had 
renounced his rights and his claim to the 
throne was now ‘closed’). 

A gold locket containing a lock of 
Charles Edward Stuart’s hair (right) 
and a gold framed portrait miniature 
(below); both from a private 
collection of Jacobite relics.  



Dutch ship model of the 
whaler “The Ijsbeer” 
circa 1650

$8,000-12,000 (£5,000-7,000)6,000
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David Walker | +1 267.414.1216 
dwalker@freemansauction.com 

Douglas Girton | +44 (0)131 557 8844 
douglas.girton@lyonandturnbull.com

ENGLISH & CONTINENTAL FURNITURE & DECORATIVE ARTS   May 19, 2015   Philadelphia
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ships used at the time. Their display acted 
as a public reminder of both the perils and 
prosperity afforded by trade at sea. Though 
rare today, such models can still be found in 
museums, most notably the Rijksmuseum 
in Amsterdam. A notable example of a 
votive model of a Dutch East Indiaman 
ship is included in the National Maritime 
Musuem in Greenwich. Made around 1657, 
this model of a Dutch ship exhibits features 
typical of ships of its period as well as a 
wavy waterline painted around the hull 
typical of models from this time.

An example of a model from the same 
period will be included in Freeman’s English 
& Continental Furniture and Decorative Arts 
Sale in May 2015. Dated to approximately 
1650, “The Ijsbeer”, or White Bear, is a 
model of a Dutch whaling vessel. Like the 
model in Greenwich, the Ijsbeer is painted 
with a wavy waterline below the hull. It’s 
design- the vibrantly painted hull with 
orange details, the original flags and the 
carving of a lion to its prow- are typically 
Dutch and appropriate to the period. Very 
rare to find at auction or for sale privately, 
this ship was once included in the collection 
of the Enthoven family, prominent antique 
dealers in the Netherlands whose clients in 
the 19th century included the Royal Dutch 
Family. The Enthoven collection, including 
this model,  was sold at auction by F. Muller 
& Co. of Amsterdam in 1932 where the 
piece was acquired by William Randolph 
Hearst (1863-1951), the famed American 
publishing and media magnate. Hearst 
acquired the ship through his company 
the International Studio Arts Corporation, 
subsidiary he established to oversee the 
holdings and cataloguing of the fine art and 
antique collections he developed through 
the 1920s and 30s. This model is included 
as item 18 in volume 46 of his archives. In 
the late 1930s and early 1940s, portions of 
the William Randolph Collection including 
this model were famously sold through the 
New York City department store Gimbel 
Bros. where it was likely acquired by the 
present owner’s grandfather.   

During the 17th century the Dutch 
were considered the dominant 
sea-faring power in Europe. At the 

heart of this expansion of Dutch political 
and economic power was their ability 
to develop the tools needed to navigate 
the new waters demanded by trade and 
industry. Developments in cartography 
played an important role and from 1600 
Amsterdam was widely regarded as a 
center of map production. The activities 
of the Dutch East India Company (V.O.C) 
in charting and mapping the new seas 
and coasts where they traded contributed 
greatly to the expansion of knowledge, as 
did the mapping of the Southern Sky by the 
explorer Pieter Keyser. The success of the 
Dutch as a maritime nation also stemmed 
from their position as leaders of the ship 
building industry. They produced ships 
more efficiently and cheaply than their 
competitors and introduced new varieties 
of designs that better suited ships to their 
purpose. As a result, Dutch vessels would 
be widely used by countries throughout the 
United Provinces and Europe during this 
period. 

As the shipping industry continued to 
expand, the creation and use of ship models 
became increasingly prominent. Builders 
used scale models to work out technical 
details, and sometimes, in the case of 
models of war ships, to work on strategy. 
These models were so highly valued for 
the technical details they held, that in 
1687 the diarist Samuel Pepys recorded a 
notable incident during the Dutch raid of 
the Royal Dockyard at Chatham wherein 
the commissioner Peter Pett was recorded 
as saving his English ship models from 
pillage, later remarking that the models 
would have been of greater use to the 
Dutch than the actual ships themselves. 
Models were used for civic purposes as 
well, and the creation of votive models is 
of particular note. Hung in the churches of 
harbour towns, these ships were created 
by shipbuilders and seaman hoping for safe 
passage and were often modeled on real 
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FINE PAIR OF WILLIAM IV SILVER CANDLESTICKS, PAUL STORR, 
London, 1835-36 

$10,000-15,000 (£6,250-9,375)



Paul Storr (1771-1844), an English 
master craftsman and silversmith, 
has left a far-reaching legacy through 

his abundant body of brilliantly crafted, 
designed and executed work. Recognized 
as one of London’s most skilled 
silversmiths, he began his career at age 
14 when he apprenticed to the Swedish 
émigré silversmith, Andrew Fogelberg.  
It was during his time as a student that 
Storr began to appreciate and interpret 
the neoclassical style that Fogelberg had 
perfected. After his apprenticeship, Storr 
entered into a partnership with William 
Frisbee and registered his first mark in 
1792. Shortly afterwards, he began to use 
his “PS” mark which he registered several 
times throughout his career. 

Storr crafted some impressive pieces 
prior to 1800, most notably the solid gold 
font commissioned by the 3rd Duke of 
Portland, designed by Humphrey Repton 
and manufactured by Storr in 1797. 
However, his reputation as one of the 
most impressive English silversmith’s was 
cemented after he joined Phillip Rundell 
(1746-1827) of Rundell, Bridge, and 
Rundell. Phillip Rundell assembled one of 
Britain’s most important and successful 
silver manufacturing businesses and 
employed some of the most distinguished 
craftsmen of the period, including John 
Flaxman, R.A., Thomas Stothard, and Storr, 
who joined the firm in 1806.  During his 
time as lead silversmith at the company, 
Storr created numerous large-scale 
commissioned pieces for nobility and 
English royalty.

In 1819, preferring 
creative independence, 
Storr left Rundell, 
Bridge, and Rundell, 
and subsequently 
formed a partnership with 
John Mortimer. His later 
work produced for his retail 
business of Storr & Mortimer, 
goldsmiths and jewelers on 
London’s Bond Street, focused 
increasingly on naturalistic and 
rococo-inspired designs. This is evident 
in a pair of William IV silver candlesticks 
made by Storr in 1835 to be offered at 
Freeman’s in their Silver & Objets de 
Vertu sale on May 20th, 2015, which 
have openworked rococo stems cast with 
putti resting on foliage, and bases with 
C-scrolls and diaper panels. Inside both of 
the candle cups is engraved the inscription 
“Published as the Act directs by Storr & 
Mortimer 156 New Bond Street London, 
Oct. 15 1835”—one is numbered “11” and 
the other “4”—indicating that these two 
are possibly from a commissioned set of 
twelve. Two other pairs have appeared at 
auction in recent years, but none bore the 
monogram with coronet on the base of the 
pair to be offered at Freeman’s which, at 
present, remains tantalizingly unidentified.

SILVER & OBJETS DE VERTU    May 20, 2015    Philadelphia

Sarah Blattner | +1 267.414.1225 
sblattner@freemansauction.com

Colin Fraser | +44 (0)131 557 8844 
colin.fraser@lyonandturnbull.com
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A MID-19TH CENTURY SPANISH RUBY, 
PEARL AND ENAMEL PENDANT CROSS      
£2,000-£3,000 ($3,200-4,800)

A LATE 19TH CENTURY AMETHYST AND 
DIAMOND SET FRINGE NECKLACE  
£4,000-6,000 ($6,400-9,600)



414141

Jewellery from the collection of June 
Gordon, 4th Marchioness of Aberdeen 
and Temair, comes with connections to 

two of the most illustrious Royal Families 
of the late 19th and early 20th century, and 
one which Lyon & Turnbull are pleased to be 
offering in their forthcoming Select Jewellery 
& Watches auction this summer.

Born Beatrice Mary June Boissier in 1913 on 
the Isle of Wight, June’s grandfather was 
Honorary Chaplain to Queen Victoria who 
often resided at nearby Osborne House.   
His daughters became close friends with 
Princess Beatrice.  One of them, May, was 
a companion to her daughter Princess Ena, 
later Queen Victoria Eugenie of Spain, at the 

time of Queen Victoria’s death at Osborne.  
Another, Dorothy, was gifted the exquisite 
mid-19th century Spanish ruby, pearl and 
enamel pendant cross (illustrated) by Queen 
Ena on the occasion of her wedding in 1909.  
This piece later passed to her daughter June.

June Boissier met her husband, David 
Gordon, 4th Marquess of Aberdeen and 
Temair, while at Harrow, where her father 
was headmaster. They later married in April 
1939 and moved north to Haddo House in 
Aberdeenshire.  Haddo, the seat of the Earls 
and Marquesses of Aberdeen for over 500 
years, has a rich history of its own; it was 
the home of former Prime Minister George 
Hamilton-Gordon, 4th Earl of Aberdeen, and 

later Haddo served as a maternity hospital 
for evacuated mothers during World War 
II. On the occasion of her wedding, June 
was presented with a beautiful Edwardian 
diamond and amethyst fringe necklace by her 
mother in law, Lady Dudley Gordon; typical 
of the Edwardian style which has become so 
popular, it also features in the forthcoming 
summer auction.

Although only seven pieces, the collection 
of the Marchioness of Aberdeen and Temair 
could tell endless stories from the intimate 
moments between family and friends, and 
some of the grandest figures of early 20th 
century history.

SELECT JEWELLERY & WATCHES   June 03, 2015  Edinburgh

Ruth Davis | +44(0) 131 557 8844 
ruth.davis@lyonandturnbull.com

Virginia Salem | +1 267.414.1233
vsalem@freemansauction.com
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All who took part in the great 
battle on Sunday, 18 June 1815 
remembered the dreadful weather 

of the preceding night which soaked men, 
horses, supplies and equipment. The 
British and Allied armies, encamped along 
the ridge of Mont St Jean beyond the 
village of Waterloo, found it a particularly 
uncomfortable experience. The ground 
was sodden and it took some hours of the 
morning for it to dry sufficiently to enable 
the huge numbers of infantry, cavalry, and 
especially artillery, to be deployed. 

The attribution of this painting, in oil on 
panel, is thought be to the Scottish artist 
James Howe (1780-1836). The painting 
was acquired by the present owner forty 
years ago with the title ‘Troops from a 
Highland Regiment round the Camp Fires’. 
It was apparent that the painting in fact 
illustrated rather more than that, though 
the figure of a sentry standing beside 
piled muskets and a drum belongs to the 
42nd Royal Highland Regiment (The Black 
Watch). It was not difficult to see that this 
picture represented an actual scene much 
more specific than the merely generic 
subject of Scottish soldiers in their camp. 
This was nothing less than a previously 
unrecorded image of the eve of Waterloo. 
Two Highlanders, one from the Black 
Watch wrapped in his frieze-coat and 
smoking a pipe and the other a sergeant, 
perhaps intended to be of the 92nd Gordon 
Highlanders and holding his spontoon and 

tiny but effective representations of men 
around them, their figures and those of 
horses silhouetted against the firelight. 
Most dramatic of all is the light which 
comes from an unseen source at the left, 
illuminating varied activity: a Life Guards 
trooper and two other English soldiers 
watch in keen expectation of a meal shared 
(their faces are lively with anticipation) as 
the two Scottish soldiers prepare to enjoy 
the animal they have slaughtered and 
roasted. Looking on are some officers, one 
clearly very senior in rank. Is this, perhaps, 
intended to be the Duke of Wellington 
himself, going the rounds of the camps, clad 
in his habitual battlefield dress of a plain 
‘civilian’ blue coat? This is merely one of 
a host of small but fascinating touches in 
a composition so evocative of the eve of 
one of the most significant dates in modern 
European history. 

Lyon & Turnbull welcomes Iain Gale, military 
historian and author of the acclaimed ‘Four Days 
in June’ to the team as consultant specialist for this 
memorable event.  Further entries will be invited until 
May 2015.  For more information or to register an 
interest in this specialist auction contact Iain Gale on 
the detais below.  

a canteen, occupy the centre ground. Other 
Scottish troops appear as observers of the 
scene at the left where two men carve up a 
looted pig with their broadswords and dirks 
as a corporal brings along a barrel of grog. 
This is one of a number of telling ‘vignettes’. 
Groups of soldiers of various regiments and 
corps of the British Army are shown round 
camp-fires, or trying to catch some sleep 
or find shelter from the weather. At the 
right, a man emerges from the makeshift 
protection of a canvas awning. There 
are men of various English line infantry 
regiments, unit distinctions being shown by 
differently coloured plumes on their shakos, 
some ‘lying upon their arms’ (as the phrase 
went); an occasional artilleryman in blue; 
a man with his face swathed in a bandage 
(wounded at Quatre Bras, perhaps?), and 
now with a comforting bottle in his hand; 
troopers of the Life Guards, Royal Dragoons 
and other cavalry regiments including Light 
Dragoons and Hussars. 

Apart from the Highland soldiers in the 
foreground, perhaps the most noticeable 
figure is that of a trooper of the 2nd Royal 
North British Dragoons, calming a prancing 
grey horse – one of the distinctive mounts 
which lent the regiment its familiar and 
better-known, name: the Scots Greys. 

The size of the army encamped is clear 
from the details: the fires of bivouacs 
stretch away into the distance across 
fields and woodland and two of these have 

THE WATERLOO BICENTENARY SALE    June 24, 2015     Edinburgh

Iain Gale  | +44 (0)7702 310 501
iain.gale@lyonandturnbull.com 

ATTRIBUTED TO JAMES HOWE 
(scottish 1780-1836)
THE NIGHT BEFORE WATERLOO
Oil on panel
£4,000-6,000 ($6,400 – 9,600)

18  June 2015 marks the bicentenary of the battle that created modern Europe. Waterloo was more than a battle, it was the end of 
an era and the passing of a world. To mark this momentous anniversary, Lyon & Turnbull are pleased to announce The Waterloo 
Bicentenary Sale - a specialist auction due to take place this June that will feature items of militaria, manuscripts and fine and 
decorative arts of the period and its immediate aftermath. Here Dr Iain Gordon Brown, historian and Honorary Fellow of the National 
Library of Scotland, tells us more about a painting that upon closer inspection depicts a signifcant scene on the eve of Waterloo.
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EDWARD ATKINSON HORNEL 
(scottish 1864-1933)  
THREE GIRLS PICKING SNOW DROPS      
Signed and dated 1902, oil on canvas
49cm x 38.5cm (19.25in x 15.25in)
£8,000-12,000 ($12,800–19,200)

Right 
GEORGE HENRY R.A., R.S.A., R.S.W.
(scottish 1858-1943)      
ROUND THE MULBERRY BUSH
Signed, oil on canvas 
63.5cm x 76cm (25in x 30in)     
£15,000-20,000 ($24,000-32,000)
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These days the group of artists 
known as the Glasgow Boys 
are record-breaking in their 

popularity. Kelvingrove Art Gallery and 
Museum’s exhibition of their work in 
2010, ‘Pioneering Painters: The Glasgow 
Boys, 1880-1900,’ attracted over 120,000 
visitors as well as critical acclaim, 
smashing an attendance record that had 
been in place for over 60 years.

Inspired by contemporary French painting 
and Japanese prints, the Glasgow Boys 
used realism and naturalism to move 
away from Victorian sentimentality in 
painting. They are now recognised as 
having revolutionised Scottish painting, 
yet in their lifetime, they were met with 
mixed critical comments. George Henry, 
one of the more enigmatic members of the 
group, painted and exhibited A Galloway 
Landscape in the early 1890s. One critic 
viewed it as ‘the nearest to a masterpiece 
ever painted by any of the Glasgow Boys,’ 
while another remained unconvinced that 
it could be considered art, claiming ‘it 
may be clever but it is not art. It is utterly 
destitute alike of perspective, atmosphere, 
and poetry, three very serious defects, as 
we take it, in a landscape painting.’

Born in Ayrshire and trained at Glasgow 
School of Art, Henry became one of the 
leading figures of the Glasgow School. 
Throughout the 1880s he worked 

work, towards the highly stylised and 
decorative paintings of young girls in 
landscapes that have become instantly 
recognisable and brought him widespread 
popularity and commercial success. Three 
Girls Picking Snow-Drops (1902) is a lovely, 
early example of this kind of work. Hornel 
remained committed to this decorative for 
the following decade, in part due to the 
commercial popularity of the themes.

Their decorative aesthetic was developed 
even further when Henry-Hornel moved 
into collaborative working on joint 
compositions in 1890. They completed the 
daring The Druids bringing in the Mistletoe 
using incised gesso and overlaid gold to 
create a striking decorative effect and later 
worked in partnership on The Star in the 
East (1891). Henry and Hornel were also 
some of the first British artists to travel to 
Japan, setting off on a nineteenth-month 
research and painting trip in 1893, funded 
by art-dealer Alexander Reid and collector 
William Burrell. 

This selection of early works from the 
period around 1890, by Henry and Hornel, 
draws attention to key moments in their 
artistic development and ably demonstrates 
how similar influences and ideas 
experienced and shared by artists working 
side-by-side can be transformed into 
strikingly different styles on the canvas.

alongside various member of the group 
including James Guthrie, Edward Walton, 
Joseph Crawhall and Arthur Melville, 
painting out-of-doors at both Brig O’ 
Turk in the Trossachs and Eyemouth near 
Cockburnspath. Henry met the artist 
Edward Atkinson Hornel in 1885 and they 
quickly formed a strong friendship. Hornel 
was born in Australia, to Scottish parents, 
before being raised in Kirkcudbright 
from the age of two. His artistic training 
consisted of three years at art school in 
Edinburgh, followed by two years of further 
study in Antwerp. After their meeting in 
1885, Henry introduced Hornel into the 
Glasgow Boys circle and the two artists 
were soon painting out-of-doors and side-
by-side in Galloway and Kirkcudbright.

The Henry-Hornel friendship and creative 
alliance encouraged both artists to 
develop a more decorative aesthetic 
with flat perspectives and rich colour, 
moving slightly away from the naturalism 
and realism of the Glasgow Boys. This 
development can be seen in paintings by 
Henry including A Galloway Landscape 
(1889) and Round the Mulberry Bush 
(1890). These stylish and sophisticated 
works are very rare, as after 1900 Henry 
seemed to give up on experimentation and 
settled into painting more conventional 
portraits and landscapes with figures. A 
similar trajectory can be traced in Hornel’s 

SCOTTISH PAINTINGS & SCULPTURE   June 04,2015   Edinburgh

Nick Curnow  | +44 (0)131 557 8844 
nick.curnow@lyonandturnbull.com

Alasdair Nichol | +1 267.414.1211
anichol@freemansauction.com
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EDWARD WILLIS REDFIELD
(american 1869-1965)

“THE ROAD TO CENTRE BRIDGE”
Signed ‘E.W. Redfield’ bottom left,  

oil on canvas

38 x 50 in. (96.5 x 127cm)

$150,000-250,000 (£93,700-156,250)
(detail)
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AMERICAN ART & PENNSYLVANIA IMPRESSIONISTS    June 07, 2015     Philadelphia

Alasdair Nichol | +1 267.414.1211
anichol@freemansauction.com

Andrew Huber | +1 267.414.1210
ahuber@freemansauction.com

W hen Edward Redfield and his family settled 

in the charming environs of Centre Bridge, 

Pennsylvania, on the banks of the Delaware 

River in 1898, he surely could not have known that in 

doing so, he was laying the foundation for one of the great 

American Art colonies—the New Hope School.

As a plein air artist—one who paints outside in the elements, 

rather than in the studio—he soon became a familiar figure 

in the vicinity, trudging through the snow to set-up a canvas, 

or strapping one to a tree and energetically capturing the 

landscape in front of him with his vigorously bold brushwork 

and rich impasto. Redfield’s charismatic presence soon 

attracted many other artists to the area, including George 

Sotter, Fern Coppedge, John Folinsbee, Daniel Garber, 

Harry Leith-Ross, and Kenneth Nunamaker, many of whom 

were directly influenced either by Redfield’s work or his 

methods. Collectively, these artists became known as the 

“Pennsylvania Impressionists” and their work, Redfield’s in 

particular, was celebrated as the embodiment of a uniquely 

American vision. At the time, the noted painter and critic, 

Guy Pene du Bois, described it as “our first truly national 

expression.”

The town of Centre Bridge—the Anglicized spelling is 

traditional—was integral to both Redfield’s life and practice. 

The two paintings to be offered in Freeman’s June 7th 

auction depict views of the town, but from different times 

in its history. In The Road to Centre Bridge, one can see the 

eponymous original wooden bridge in the distance. During 

a thunderstorm on the night of July 22, 1923, lightning 

struck the 112 year-old bridge causing it to ignite. Redfield 

was driving home with his family when he saw the blaze in 

the distance. Fearing that it was his house, on fire, he sped 

homewards only to realize—presumably with a measure of 

relief—that it was, in fact, the adjacent bridge. Redfield and 

his family gathered together with many other spectators 

including his fellow artist, William Lathrop, on the river bank 

to witness the inferno and the firefighters’ frantic efforts 

to extinguish it. Redfield later remarked, “Lathrop said it 

was a pity it couldn’t be painted. So I took out an envelope 

and made some notes and painted all the next day. The 

following day, I painted it again.” This painting, The Fire at 

Centre Bridge, believed to be one of the only ones created 

entirely in his studio from memory, is widely considered to 

be one of his best and is a highlight of the collection in the 

Michener Museum in Doylestown, Pennsylvania, where it 

was presented as a partial gift by the Laurent Redfield family. 

Centre Bridge, an evocative winter scene, depicts the current 

bridge which was completed in 1926 and built upon the 

remaining piers and abutments of the original.

Both paintings come with an impeccable provenance. The 

Road to Centre Bridge formed part of the artist’s estate and 

was chosen by his son, Laurent, following a drawing of lots 

within the family to determine ownership. Centre Bridge was 

subsequently acquired by Laurent’s wife, Dorothy, and each 

work has since descended through the family to the current 

owners, the artist’s great grand-children. As one present 

family member pointed out, their grandmother at one time 

had paintings of “the bridge before, during, and after the 

fire.” Together, these works are a splendid testament to the 

artist’s creative powers and his love of the Centre Bridge 

area which he called his home.

EDWARD WILLIS REDFIELD
(american 1869-1965)

CENTRE BRIDGE
Signed ‘E.W. Redfield’ bottom right, oil on canvas

32 x 40 in. (81.3 x 101.6cm)

$120,000-180,000 (£75,000-112,500)

EDWARD WILLIS REDFIELD
(american 1869-1965)

THE BURNING OF CENTRE BRIDGE, 1923
oil on canvas, height: 50.25; width: 56.25 inches, Collection of the 
James A. Michener Art Museum, Acquired with funds secured by 
State Senator Joe Conti, and gifts from Joseph and Anne Gardocki, 
and the Laurent Redfield Family, 1998.12
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Born into an established shipping 

family, Leonard Gow (1859-1936) 

grew up in Glasgow, briefly reading 

philosophy at Glasgow University, 

before joining the successful family 

business of Gow, Harrison & Co. 

MUIRHEAD BONE 
(scottish, 1876–1953)

PORTRAIT OF LEONARD GOW

BY ANNA WESTIN
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His real passion, however, was to 
surround himself with beauty. Living 
amidst his expanding Chinese collection, 
complemented by etchings and fine 
paintings, he became the consummate 
collector; one of the greatest collectors 
of Chinese famille verte porcelain and 
an inspiration to those who followed 
him. Aside from that, he engaged in 
philanthropy, eventually earning him an 
honorary degree at Glasgow University.

Gow collected, amongst other things, 
famille verte, famille jaune and famille 
noire, which share the same palette, the 
two latter having a yellow or black ground. 
The famille verte category places the 
predominantly green jewel-like enamels on 
a bright white ground. The Chinese used 
two main techniques, enamelling straight 
onto the biscuit or on a clear glazed 
ground. The unglazed biscuit wares have a 
more subdued appearance, and are most 

often figures such as the popular Buddhist 
lions. The features remain sharp, rather 
than being veiled in a mantle of syrupy 
glaze. The glazed ground wares, however, 
become crisp and vibrant in their colours, 
and the scene seemingly flies off the piece 
with dazzling intensity. Other items such as 
powder blue and blue & white porcelains 
were collected avidly, however it seems 
that Mr. Gow’s favourite was indeed 
famille verte. 

R. L. Hobson, keeper of Chinese collections 
at the British Museum, painstakingly 
chronicled the burgeoning Gow collection 
in the 1920s and 1930s in the Burlington 
Magazine. His delicate and detailed 
descriptions enabled the reader, not always 
furnished with a photograph, to conjure up 
an exact image. 

In 1931 Hobson wrote Catalogue of 
The Leonard Gow Collection of Chinese 

Porcelain, which occasionally can be found 
at auction. Funded by Gow himself, it 
boasted rare colour plates, and provided 
a good companion to the exhibition which 
followed after his death in 1936. 

Despite the dispersal of his collection at 
auction in 1943, Leonard Gow’s legacy 
still lives strong. Remembered as one of 
Scotland’s finest collectors, Gow and his 
contemporaries such as Sir Percival David, 
1st Viscount Leverhulme, Sir William 
Burrell and George Salting, set a very high 
standard for future enthusiasts. 

Every so often one is lucky to come across 
examples at auction, such as the lots 
pictured here, sold at Lyon & Turnbull 
recently. One hopes that more of these 
excellent wares will surface, as auctioneers 
and buyers alike get terribly excited when 
they do. 

FINE ASIAN WORKS OF ART    June 16, 2015     Crosshall Manor, Cambridgeshire

Lee Young | +44 (0) 207 930 9115
lee.young@lyonandturnbull.com

Richard Cervantes | +1 267.414.1219
rcervantes@freemansauction.com

PAIR OF YELLOW AND GREEN 
‘DRAGON’ BOWLS
Yongzheng six character mark 

and of the period

Sold for £31,250 ($50,000)

PAIR OF BLUE AND WHITE 
COVERED JARS
Kangxi Period

Sold for £4,250 ($6,800)
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nita Heriot, President of Pall Mall Art 
Advisors and Paula Tin Nyo, Founder 
& CEO of Yone Arts are pleased to 

announce Myanmar Art Out of the Box, a 
historically relevant collection of art by the 
leading contemporary artists of Myanmar 
on exhibition and for sale for the first time 
in the United States. Yone Arts’ collection 
Myanmar Art Out of the Box focuses on 
the artistic expression of Myanmar during 
the military regime years of isolation and 
censorship and offers the global collector 
the unique proposition of collecting art from 
the hottest emerging market in Asia, and 
arguably the world.

After successful exhibitions during Art Basel 
Miami and the LA Art Fair, this exhibition 
represents a comprehensive exploration 
into  contemporary art of the country of 
Myanmar, which has skyrocketed into the 
international limelight since 2012, when its 
40-year military regime stepped down from 
power.  Myanmar Art Crossing launches the 
year 2015, during which time the highly 
anticipated first democratic free election in 
Myanmar is scheduled to take place.  Pall 
Mall Art Advisors and Yone Arts hopes to 

facilitate the emergence of this politically 
and economically isolated developing 
country into the international sphere through 
the vision of its contemporary artists.

We have all seen the emergence of the 
Asian Tigers over the past 20 years and 
with that has been a new focus on the art of 
these countries. Myanmar is poised to be a 
dominant player in the Asian emerging art 
market, say Anita Heriot, President of Pall 
Mall Art Advisors. 

“I am honored to have the opportunity 
to transmit and share the long-buried 
treasure of Myanmar’s artistic talent and 
the authenticity and stories of my homeland 
after four decades of distance and opacity 
between Myanmar and the rest of the 
world.  As in other countries such as Cuba 
and China, suppression has generated 
expression,” remarked Ms. Tin Nyo.

Ms. Tin Nyo is a third generation artist 
and intellectual from Myanmar, whose 
grandfather, Edward Law Yone, was the 
editor and publisher of The Nation, the 
influential post-colonial newspaper of 

Myanmar, prior to the military regime. “I 
chose this work and these artists based 
on the mission statement of Yone Arts:  
Freedom of Expression is the Defining 
Right of Humankind,” stated Ms. Tin 
Nyo.  Since the suspension of US trade 
sanctions, Ms. Tin Nyo has made over 
a dozen trips back to her country to 
personally meet artists from her homeland 
in their private studios and select artwork 
for this unique premiere of the largest 
exhibition at Freeman’s Auction House.

Myanmar Art Out of the Box will showcase 
a diverse group of talented artists and 
their work that represent the thriving 
contemporary art scene of Myanmar.  They 
include Khin Zaw Latt, Htein Lin, Aung Ko, 
Brang Li, Kaung Su, Mor Mor, Nay Yay 
Than, Ohn Ohn, Sandar Khine, Min Zaw, 
Nge Lay, Zay Yar Aye and Soe Naing. 

Freeman’s will be hosting a private preview 
featuring a lecture by Anita Heriot and  
Paula Tin Nyo, “Crossing into New Territories: 
Understanding the Asian Emerging Art Market.”

AUNG MYINT
PIECE OF A FACE
Acrylic on canvas

36 x 48 in. 

(detail)

AUNG HTOO
TWO GLASSES
Acrylic on canvas

36 x 40 in

Selling exhibition hosted at Freeman’s | 1808 Chestnut Street  |  March 07–13, 2015 
For more information, please contact Anita Heriot | 610.254.8400 | aheriot@pallmalladvisors.com
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Iain Gale | Lyon & Turnbull
Business Development and Militaria

Lyon & Turnbull welcomes Iain Gale, military historian and author, to the team for their forthcoming 

Waterloo Bicentenary Sale – a specialist auction commemorating 200 years since the battle that toppled 

Napoleon and changed the face of Europe. Well known as an art critic and with considerable experience in 

the auction world, Iain has always had a passion for military history, a passion and knowledge that he will 

now bring to Lyon & Turnbull.  As well as being the best-selling author of the acclaimed Four Days in June, on 

Waterloo, and several series of historical novels, Iain was also for a decade the editor of the National Trust 

for Scotland magazine, and for twelve years, art critic at Scotland on Sunday.

Iain Gale | +44 (0)7702 310 501

iain.gale@lyonandturnbull.com

Craig Nannos | Freeman’s
Militaria | Consulting Specialist

Freeman’s has utilized J. Craig Nannos expertise for the past few years and he now serves as a consulting 

specialist for Freeman’s Militaria Department, uniquely skilled in the identification and understanding of 

military artifacts. Mr. Nannos is the founder and CEO of The Sentry Post which provides historical, organi-

zational, and educational expertise for international historical events, museum exhibitions, and major film 

productions. His background includes graduate studies at Drexel University, completion of military education 

to achieve the rank of Colonel, 38+ years in military service, and over 40 years of involvement in the study 

of American history and historical artifacts. His services have been used by institutions and law firms in need 

of assistance with estate auctions regarding the identification, historical importance, and when necessary 

values of military artifacts.

Craig Nannos | +1 267.414.1260

cnannos@freemansauction.com

Frederick Oster | Freeman’s
Musical Instruments | Consulting Specialist 

Freeman’s is pleased to welcome Frederick Oster as consulting specialist focusing on musical instruments; 

Mr. Oster will organize Freeman’s inaugural Musical Instruments auction in the fall of 2015. An 

internationally recognized authority on instruments of the violin family and American fretted instruments, 

he brings more than 40 years of experience in the appraisal, certification, dealing, and restoration of fine 

and important musical instruments, dating back as far as the 17th century.  Mr. Oster has been working with 

musical instruments for decades—from opening his own Philadelphia-based business in 1974, to consulting 

for insurance companies, musicians, museums, and collectors. He is currently an appraiser on the popular 

PBS television program Antiques Roadshow and has appeared on the program for more than 15 years. 

Frederick Oster | +1 215.940.9830

foster@freemansauction.com

Dunham Townend | Freeman’s
Modern & Contemporary Art  | Associate Specialist

Dunham Townend specializes in Modern and Contemporary Art, with a particular emphasis on American 

Modernism, and American Post-War and Contemporary paintings and sculpture. Ms. Townend joined 

Freeman’s in the Fall of 2014.  Prior to joining the firm, she spent nine years at New York’s Hirschl & Adler 

Galleries, where she specialized in American Art from the Modern, Post-War and Contemporary periods.  

During her tenure at the gallery, she curated many large scale exhibitions, both in the gallery and at major art 

fairs across the country.  In addition, she played an important role in business and client development, and 

was responsible for bringing many significant works of art to the marketplace for sale. 

Dunham Townend | +1 267.414.1221

dtownend@freemansauction.com



ROY LICHTENSTEIN 
(american, 1923-1997) 
“THE RIVER,” FROM “LANDSCAPE SERIES”
1985, from the edition of 60
Color lithograph, woodblock and screenprint
40 x 55 1/2  in. (101.6 x 141 cm)
$60,000–80,000 (£39,318-52,424)

Newell Convers Wyeth
American Art & Pennsylvania Impressionists
One of America’s greatest illustrators, N.C. Wyeth (1882-1945) garnered considerable renown for his 

work with Scribner’s and his compelling illustrations for their Scribner Classics series of books. Among his 

best-known works are scenes that he created for Robinson Crusoe, the classic 1719 novel by Daniel Defoe. 

Longing for company, or at least human interaction, this painting captures the moment the ship-wrecked 

protagonist hears a voice that is not his own after years stranded on the island. “However, at last I taught 

him to call me by my name very familiarly,” is one of two works by N.C. Wyeth from the Crusoe story that 

Freeman’s is pleased to offer in the American Art & Pennsylvania Impressionists auction, June 07, 2015.

Alasdair Nichol | +1 267.414.1211

anichol@freemansauction.com

A Private Collection 
Modern & Contemporary Art
Modernists Pablo Picasso, Joan Miro, Alexander Calder, H.C. Pissarro and Marc Chagall form the 

foundation of a distinctive private, North American collection to be offered in Freeman’s Modern & 

Contemporary Art auction on May 3rd. This group is punctuated with colorful examples by more recent 

blue chip names like Roy Lichtenstein, Jasper Johns, Tom Wesselmann and Damien Hirst. Comprised 

of paintings and prints, a woven tapestry and editioned ceramics, the collection will appeal to a diverse 

group of collectors.

Anne Henry | +1 267.414.1220

ahenry@freemansauction.com

Asian Ceramics Collection
Asian Art
Prior to the development of elaborate enameling techniques and complicated pottery forms, the hall-

marks of fine Chinese ceramics were graceful, traditional forms and superior glazes. These magnificent 

ceramics—glazed and decorated wares from the Ming Dynasty  (1368-1644) and earlier, including 

marked pieces from the Wanli period—display a variety of glazes first associated with kilns of the Song 

Dynasty (960-1279).  Freeman’s March 14th Asian Art auction will feature a rare collection of pre-Qing 

(1644-1911) ceramics from a Main Line, Philadelphia, Lady. This collection was first acquired by an 

American gentleman in Shanghai in the 1940s and is being offered at auction for the first time. Apart 

from the original receipt, these pieces are accompanied by an appraisal from the late Frank Caro, a 

prominent American Chinese art dealer and expert who worked with, and succeeded, C.T. Loo. 

Richard Cervantes | +1 267.414.1219

rcervantes@freemansauction.com

A LARGE CHINESE “JUN” BOWL
Early Ming Dynasty      
$10,000-15,000 (£6,553–9,829)

52

NEWELL CONVERS WYETH
(AMERICAN 1882-1945)
“HOWEVER, AT LAST I TAUGHT HIM TO CALL ME 
BY MY NAME VERY FAMILIARLY”
Signed with monogram bottom left, oil on canvas 
24 x 26 in. (61 x 66cm)
$80,000-120,000 (£52,424–78,636)
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Cairness & Auchtertool: two Scottish country houses 
Fine Furniture & Works of Art
Highlights of Lyon & Turnbull’s forthcoming Fine Furniture & Works of Art auction include the 

contents of two Scottish country houses; Cairness House near Fraserburgh and Auchtertool House 

in Fife. Cairness, considered one of the finest examples of Neoclassical architecture in Britain, was 

constructed between 1791 and 1797 to designs by the architect James Playfair. Sir John Soane assisted 

in the final stages of the construction following Playfair’s death in 1794. The park was laid out by 

Thomas White, a follower of Lancelot ‘Capability’ Brown. The contents selected for sale are a reflec-

tion of the boldly Neoclassical interiors and include a fine collection of 18th and 19th century furniture 

and works of art.

Auchtertool House, a handsome early 19th century Georgian house, is situated on the outskirts of 

the village of Auchtertool in Fife. The house contains the collection of Peter & Lori Nicholson. Lyon 

& Turnbull have offered the extensive collection of arms and armour over the past couple of years 

and now the remaining contents are to be offered in this sale. The collection includes furniture and 

works of art from the 17th century and includes this dramatic full length portrait of a gentleman in full 

Scottish regalia. The subject was unknown until further research revealed it to be a work by Sir John 

Watson Gordon, showing the artist Francis Grant in the dress of an Esquire to the Knight Marischal 

for the King’s visit in 1822, last exhibited by the RSA in 1824 (estimated at £4,000-6,000 ($6,400-

9,600)).

John Mackie  | +44(0) 131 557 8844

john.mackie@lyonandturnbull.com

CAIRNESS HOUSE, FRASERBURGH
Photo: Will Pryce © Cairness House

An 18th century brass blunderbuss
Inscribed “This was taken from a Highlander at 
Preston 1715, loaded with 17 balls”

Rare Americana discovered in UK 
American Furniture, Folk & Decorative Arts

It was with great surprise that when asked to view an 18th century carved cow horn by a previous 

client, Lyon & Turnbull Director Trevor Kyle, actually uncovered an unusual piece of American origin.  

The horn is decorated throughout and engraved by Capt. Abraham Berry, born circa 1740 in North 

Carolina, of the Rogers Rangers of Fort Edward.  It is with distinct pleasure that Lyon & Turnbull are 

now able to pass this piece onto their colleagues at Freeman’s to be offered in the next American 

Furniture, Folk & Decorative Arts auction on 22 April.  

Whitney Bounty | +267.414.1254

wbounty@freemansauction.com

The Captain Abraham Perry French & Indian War 
engraved powder horn, “Md at Fort Edward:  
Novr 11, 1756”  
$8,000-12,000 (£5,000-7,500)

A Rare Relic of the ’15  
Jacobite, Stuart and Scottish Applied Arts
Lyon & Turnbull’s upcoming specialist auction includes a selection of rare and unusual relics from 

what could be considered one of the most important periods of Scottish history.   One of the high-

lights will include the 18th century brass blunderbuss illustrated here, not only a fine antique arm but 

one with a significant past.  The inscription on the piece’s barrell -  “This was taken from a Highlander 

at Preston 1715, loaded with 17 balls,”  - takes us back to the Battle of Preston (9-14 November 1715), 

a pivotal moment in the 1715 Jacobite uprising where the advancing Jacobite and Highlander army 

clashed with the Hanoverian regiments at the town of Preston in Lancashire.  

Colin Fraser | +44(0) 131 557 8844

colin.fraser@lyonandturnbull.com

SIR JOHN WATSON GORDON (1788-1864) 
FROM AUCHTERTOOL HOUSE, FIFE
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Thomas Cromwell: The Untold Story of Henry VIII’s Most Faithful Servant
By Tracy Borman

Thomas Cromwell told Henry VIII that he could make him the richest monarch in Europe and delivered 
on that promise. As Cromwell’s power grew unsteady, a case against him was manufactured, 
convincing the king he had to be killed. Noblemen despised his “common” origins, thereby opening the 
way for the social-political upheavals of the next century. As Cromwell fell, his arrest was sudden, his 
trial hasty. Borman’s account is straightforward and his botched execution makes a grisly end.

Tracy Borman is a British historian and author who works extensively with Historic Royal Palaces. She taught 
history at the University of Hull where she was awarded a Ph.D. in 1997. 

The Royal Oak Foundation is hosting lectures and book signings, please visit royal-oak.org for 
reservations. May 5 Los Angeles  |  May 6 San Francisco  |  May 11 Philadelphia  |  May 12 New York

Published by Grove Atlantic, Inc., 2015 | $30.00

The Disinherited: A Story of Family, Love and Betrayal 
By Robert Sackville-West

The 1914 suicide of Henry Sackville-West in Paris, minutes after the death of his wife, reveals the 
failure of his claim to be the legitimate heir to Knole, the Sackville family estate since 1603. Dynastic 
secrets and the difficult lives consigned to him and his siblings by their sister, who becomes mistress of 
Knole, are uncovered.

Baron Robert Sackville-West founded Toucan Books in 1985 and Chairs the property and investment company 
which runs the family’s interests at Knole. He inherited his title in 2004 on the death of his uncle. 

The Royal Oak Foundation is hosting lectures and book signings, please visit royal-oak.org for 
reservations. March 5 Philadelphia  |  March 9 New York  |  March 10 Boston  |  March 11 Washington, D.C.

Published by Bloomsbury USA, 2015 | $28.00

Drawn with Spirit: Pennsylvania German Fraktur from the Joan and Victor Johnson Collection
By Lisa Minardi 

This publication makes a landmark contribution to the study of Pennsylvania German fraktur, the 
tradition of boldly decorated manuscripts and printed documents. An introductory essay sets the 
renowned Johnson Collection within the context of collecting and scholarship. The splendid illustrations 
reveal schools of artistic and regional influence, giving a nuanced understanding of how artists took 
inspiration from one another and how designs were transferred to new locations. The accompanying 
exhibition runs February 1- April 26, 2015 at The Philadelphia Museum of Art, philamuseum.org.

Lisa Minardi is an Assistant Curator at Winterthur Museum and a specialist in Pennsylvania German art and 
culture. 

Published by Yale University Press, 2015 | $65.00

The Artist’s Garden: American Impressionism and the Garden Movement 
Anna O. Marley, Editor 
Published in association with the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts

The two arts of painting and garden design in America at the turn of the twentieth-century were closely 
related. Inspired by European Impressionists, artists turned their attention to new landscapes being 
created in our fast-changing cities and emerging suburbs. This book presents beautifully reproduced 
artworks alongside publications and ephemeral artifacts that were produced at this time and that 
shaped the garden movement. It also enlightens us about the influence Philadelphia and its environs 
had to these creative relationships. The accompanying exhibition runs February 13 - May 24, 2015 at 
The Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, pafa.org.

Anna O. Marley is Curator of Historical American Art at the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, Philadelphhia. 

Published by University of Pennsylvania Press, 2014 | $45.00
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A Chasm in Time: Scottish War Art and Artists in the Twentieth Century
By Patricia R. Andrew

This is the first study of Scottish war art and artists of the twentieth century. A fascinating visual 
record of Scotland’s experience of conflict, both on the home front and in the theatres of war, it 
features over 200 works of art, many of which have never been reproduced in book form before.  
Although the book naturally concentrates on the First and Second World wars, it begins as the century 
opens with the ongoing war in South Africa, and ends with conflicts which are still ongoing today.  

Dr Patricia R. Andrew FSA, FSAScot, AMA, FRSA, whose career has been mainly in museums and galleries in 
Scotland and England, is now a freelance consultant, researcher and lecturer.

Published by Grove Atlantic, Inc., 2015 | $30.00

Noble Houses of Scotland 
By Charles Wemyss

Written from a perspective that is at once personal and scholarly, this unique book examines 
Scotland’s distinctive country-house architecture. Illustrated with more than 200 photographs, 
drawings and plans. Architectural historian Charles Wemyss guides the reader through the singular 
features of Scottish noble homes: the stately setting, the balanced facade, the formal appointments 
and fashionable furnishings, explaining how each was achieved. Utterly engaging as well as 
informative, this book brings a fresh dimension to the study of Scotland’s country houses, placing 
their achievement in the context of the country’s economic, political and social history.

Charles Wemyss, younger brother of the 27th Laird of Wemyss, is an architectiural historian and author of 
several works on Scottish country houses.  

Lyon & Turnbull will welcome Charles Wemyss to their Edinburgh saleroom on April 16, 2015 to talk 
further on his new book. For more information contact Lindsey Michie | 0131 557 8844.  

Published by Prestel, 2014 | £30.00

The Furniture of Rupert Williamson
By Rupert Williamson, with a foreword by Mary LaTrobe Bateman 

Rupert Williamson is one of the foremost designer-craftsmen of furniture working today. In this 
extensively illustrated book, he surveys his work from 1962 up to date; his early education at High 
Wycombe College of Art and Technology and the Royal College of Art and the influences he absorbed.

The fully illustrated catalogue of his entire work included here shows its extraordinary range. In 
all this gives a fascinating insight into the life and work of a furniture designer and maker of rare 
talent,supporting the view that his work bridges the division between crafts and art.

Published by Duval & Hamilton, 2014 | £40.00

Philip Reeves 
By Christopher Andreae, with a foreword by Duncan Macmillan

Artist Philip Reeves (b.1931, Cheltenham) has lived and worked in Glasgow since the mid-1950s. 
Landscape and cityscape underpin his artistic vision, which has explored varying degrees of 
representation and realism, as well as an ever-evolving abstraction. This long overdue book is the first 
to survey his entire career, covering his printmaking, watercolour painting, drawing, collage and reliefs.

The breadth of Reeves’s work, illustrated extensively here for the first time, may surprise even those 
who know and like his art. Those who are yet to encounter the oeuvre will find in Philip Reeves a 
fascinating introduction to a highly inventive artist.

Art historian, Christopher Andreae has written about art since the early 1960s. He is the author of several 
volumes on Scottish artists including Mary Fedden: Enigmas and Variations (2007 and 2014) and Joan 
Eardley (2013). 

Published by Ashgate, 2015 | £40.00
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WEST COAST  

Jewelry & Watches

San Diego, CA | 16-18 February | Arranging home and vault visits 
across the area

Los Angeles, CA | Throughout April | Arranging home and vault 
visits across the area. 
 
Specialist will be available to appraise jewelry and answer 
questions about our services. To make your appointment, 
please contact:  Michael Larsen | 818.205.3608 | mlarsen@
freemansauction.com. We look forward to welcoming you to 
Freeman’s new location at 9465 Wilshire Boulevard, Beverly 
Hills this spring.

SOUTHEAST 

“What’s it Worth?” 

Richmond, VA | Throughout February | Arranging home visits 
across the area

Greensboro, NC | 31 March | 10am-2pm | Grandover Resort & 
Conference Center, Greensboro, NC 

Specialists will be on hand to value a wide range of art, antiques 
and jewelry. To make your appointment, please contact: Erica 
Humes | 434.296.4096 | ehumes@freemansauction.com

PHILADELPHIA’S MAIN LINE 

“What’s it Worth?” 

Freeman’s, 503 W Lancaster Ave, Wayne, PA 

English & Continental Furniture & Decorative Arts 
11 February | 10am to 4pm 

American & European Art | 11 March | 10am to 4pm 

Asian Arts and Jewelry & Watches | 08 April |10am to 4pm 

American Furniture & Decorative Arts and Books & 
Manuscripts | 06 May | 10am to 4pm 

To make your appointment or find out more about our services, 
please contact:  Gabrielle Aruta | 610.254.9700 
garuta@freemansauction.com

NEW ENGLAND 

“What’s it Worth?”

Boston, MA | 12 March | 10am to 3pm | Freeman’s, 45 School 
Street, Boston, MA 

Worcester, MA | 23 April | 10am to 3pm | Jewelry & Watches 
Neal Rosenblum Goldsmiths, 261 Park Avenue, Worcester, MA 

Ipswich, MA | 13 May | 10am to 3pm | The Crane Estate, 290 
Argilla Road, Ipswich, MA 

Specialists will be on hand to value a wide range of art, antiques 
and jewelry. To make your appointment, please contact:   
Kelly Wright | 617.367.3400 | kwright@freemansauction.com

MID ATLANTIC  

“What’s it Worth?”

Annapolis, MD | 13 June | 1pm-4pm| Chase Home, Inc. 22 
Maryland Avenue, Annapolis, MD 

There will be a small charge for valuations at this event with all 
proceeds going to support The Chase Home, Inc.  Specialists will 
be on hand to value a wide range of art, antiques and jewelry. 
To make your appointment, please contact:  Matt Wilcox | 
215.940.9825 | mwilcox@freemansauction.com.

They say “a picture is worth a thousand words,” but is it worth $1,000 or £10,000? Whether it is fine art, 
antiques or jewellery, our specialists have the answer. Freeman’s and Lyon & Turnbull are delighted to 
host a variety of consignment and valuation events across the UK and USA. We are pleased to bring our 
expertise closer to you and invite you to join us. These events are free and open to the public (unless noted 
as such for a charity). For more information about individual events, please contact us or visit our websites at 
freemansauction.com and lyonandturnbull.com.
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MANCHESTER, LEEDS, EDINBURGH, GLASGOW 

Jewellery & Watches  

Freeman’s New York based International Jewellery Specialist 
Virginia Salem will join her Lyon & Turnbull colleagues on a tour 
throughout the UK.  

Manchester | 02 March | 10am to 4pm | MacDonald Townhouse 
Hotel, 101 Portland Street, Manchester M1 6DF

Leeds | 03 March | 10am to 4pm | Quebecs Hotel, 9 Quebec 
Street, Leeds, West Yorkshire LS1 2HA

Edinburgh | 04 March | 10am to 4pm | 33 Broughton Place, 
Edinburgh, EH1 3RR

Glasgow | 05 March | 10am to 4pm | 182 Bath Street, Glasgow, 
G2 4HG

These are open valuation days, for more information please 
contact Ruth Davis | 0131 557 8844

GLASGOW

Weekly Specialist Valuation Days | Lyon & Turnbull Gallery,  
182 Bath St, Glasgow

Paintings, Drawings and Prints | First Tuesday of the Month

British & Continental Furniture & Works of Art | First Thursday 
of the Month

Asian Works of Art | Second Tuesday of the Month

Rare Books, Manuscripts & Photographs | Third Tuesday of the 
Month

Jewellery & Silver | Last Tuesday of the Month

These are open valuation days, for more information please 
contact James McNaught | 0141 333 1992

SCOTTISH HIGHLANDS 

“Not the Antiques Roadshow” | 21 February | 11am to 2pm 
West Highland Museum, Fort William, PH33 6AJ

There will be a small charge for valuations at this event (£5 for 
two valuations, £3 per item afterwards), with all proceeds going 
to support the work of the West Highland Museum.  For more 
information contact Lyon & Turnbull at 0131 557 8844

SCOTTISH BORDERS 

Hawick RFC Fundraising Art & Antiques Valuation Day |  
15 March | 12noon to 4pm | Mansfield Park, Hawick

There will be a small charge for valuations at this event (£5 for 
one valuations, £10 for three items), with all proceeds going 
to Hawick RFC. For more information please contact Lindsey 
Michie at 0131 557 8844

EDINBURGH, GLASGOW, INVERNESS, ABERDEEN 

Lyon & Turnbull Jewellery, Silver, Coins & Medals Valuation 
Tour

Edinburgh | 07 April | 10am to 4pm | 33 Broughton Place, 
Edinburgh, EH1 3RR

Glasgow | 08 April | 10am to 4pm | 182 Bath Street, Glasgow, 
G2 4HG

Inverness | 09 April | 10am to 4pm | Glen Mhor Hotel, Ness 
Bank, Inverness, IV2 4SG

Aberdeen | 10 April | Arranging home visits across the area

These are open valuation days, for more information please 
contact Ruth Davis | 0131 557 8844 
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Curator of Contemporary Art at the 
Museum of the Rhode Island School of 
Design, Tannenbaum will curate this 
exhibition and offer a look at fraktur 
through a contemporary lens. The Free 
Library had initially been interested in 
putting together an exhibition from their 
extensive collection of historical fraktur 
as part of the larger focus on the subject 
happening in Philadelphia. However, the 
idea of tying it in with contemporary art 
grew out of conversations both in-house 
among the library exhibition staff, as well 
as conversations with the Pew Center for 
Arts & Heritage which provided a major 
grant for Word & Image.  Once the notion 
of connecting fraktur with contemporary 
art had taken hold, the Library approached 
Tannenbaum and asked if she might 
be interested in working with them in a 
curatorial role. She was intrigued by the 

exhibition concept, even though 
fraktur wasn’t something she 
knew much about initially. But, 
Tannenbaum “has long been 
interested in the cross-over 
between fine art and folk art, 
as well as fine art and craft,” 
so the project was a natural 
fit. Additionally, she believed 
that showing contemporary 
art in within the context of the 
library is quite exciting and 
important, in that it “uses the 
space in a very different way 
and stretches the idea of what 
a public institution can be.”

Each of the invited artists 
create work that resonates with 
fraktur, even if it is not directly 
inspired by it.  They all use 
language together with images 
and, in most cases, there is a 
connection with other kinds 
of folk genres as well. Fraktur 
itself is an international art 
form so Tannenbaum wanted 
to bring together artists from 
as far flung as Pakistan and 
as immediate as Philadelphia. 
Artist Elaine Reichek makes 
embroidered samplers that 
come out of a craft tradition 
and also explores the idea of 
women’s work and broadens 
its definition. Tannenbaum 
discovered Marian Bantjes’ 

work—she began her career as a 
type designer—through an article 

in Book Forum Magazine and thought that 
she had a compelling connection with 
fraktur. Bob and Roberta Smith (who is 
actually one person) creates sign paintings 
made from materials one could find in 
one’s neighborhood.  Anthony Campuzano, 
a Philadelphia-based artist, integrates text 
with all-over patterning in his work. Imran 
Qureshi is interesting because he comes 
out of the Mogul tradition of illuminated 
manuscripts, which, like fraktur, “is all 
about book pages and using the paper as 
a page.”  

Some artists created works specifically 
for this exhibition. Reichek made a new 
sampler especially for the show which 
features the “Tree of Life” motif, an image 
that comes up a lot in fraktur, and focused 
on Minoan goddesses from Crete. The 
Tobias brothers made a large wood-cut to 

Fraktur typically comes 
to mind as a style of 
writing used by the 

Pennsylvania Dutch, or a 
decorative form of German 
Gothic calligraphy, ornamented 
in color with flowers, birds, 
and other motifs. It usually 
framed household mottos, 
or wedding and baptismal 
certificates. Outstanding 
examples are valued as folk 
art, often found in museums, 
and decidedly thought of as 
something from the past. This 
spring, Philadelphia will host 
an unprecedented series of 
exhibitions celebrating this 
Pennsylvania-German art form 
at three of the region’s most 
distinguished institutions. The 
Free Library of Philadelphia, 
along with the Philadelphia 
Museum of Art, and Delaware’s 
Winterthur Museum, will open 
shows devoted to exploring 
different aspects of the genre.

The past and present will 
intertwine when the Free Library 
presents Framing Fraktur, a 
three-month celebration of 
this historic art form from 
March 2–June 14, 2015. In 
addition to bringing fraktur to 
life with a wide-range of public 
programming, it will mount two 
exhibitions devoted to it: Quill 
& Brush: Pennsylvania German 
Fraktur and Material Culture, a historic 
exhibition featuring original fraktur works, 
along with Pennsylvania German artifacts, 
manuscripts, and ephemera, and Word 
& Image: Contemporary Artists Connect 
to Fraktur, an exhibition featuring the 
contemporary work of six international 
artists. The Free Library’s collection of 
more than 1,300 fraktur pieces served 
as inspiration for the simultaneous 
exhibitions. Word & Image will examine the 
relationships between traditional fraktur 
and contemporary art that combines word 
and image in innovative ways.

Recently, Freeman’s Associate Specialist 
of Modern & Contemporary Art Dunham 
Townend discussed the upcoming 
exhibition with Judith Tannenbaum. 
Onetime Director of Philadelphia’s 
Institute of Contemporary Art and former 

Above: Marian Bantjes, My Dear, Can We Work Together, 2007. Courtesy the artist. 
Opposite: Gert and Uwe Tobias, Untitled, 2014. Courtesy the artists and Team Gallery, New York.
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“announce” the show, a giant version of an 
invitation to the exhibition.  It includes the 
names of all the artists in the exhibition and 
will hang front and center in the lobby of 
the Library—the first thing you encounter 
when you enter. Bantjes created three 
new drawings for the show and designed 
the graphic identity for the exhibition and 
its promotional materials. In addition, 
Tannenbaum asked each of the artists to 
write a brief statement explaining their 
relationship to fraktur. They will present 
those narratives along with images of the 
historical pieces of fraktur from the Library’s 
collection that inspired them.

The Library is excited about hanging 
this contemporary show throughout 
the building. The Tobias brothers’ work, 
displayed in the lobby, will utilize that 
very public space.  There is also a gallery 
off the lobby that will provide information 
about the artists that helps to explain the 
connection between the historical and 
the contemporary art.  The other five 
artists will be displayed in a gallery on the 
second floor.  The Library’s collection of 
historical fraktur will be shown in the Rare 

Book Department’s gallery on the third 
floor. Tannenbaum hopes that by creating 
concentrations of art in different areas of 
the building “they will engage audiences 
and broaden the way they think about 
traditional libraries.” To that end, she plans 
to create a “treasure map,” of sorts, which 
will show visitors where all the art can be 
found within the building. She hopes that 
this will allow anyone who comes into the 
Library the opportunity to explore the space 
in a new and interesting way, and “to draw 
attention to the incredible collection of art 
that can be found there.”

Delighted to be back in Philadelphia, 
Tannenbaum believes that the 
contemporary art scene has a richer, larger 
community and asserted, “Philadelphia 
has so many terrific art schools and art 
institutions, and there is so much to see and 
experience here. It also has an interesting 
cross-section of generations of artists.  
There are the older artists who have spent 
their lives here and have a real devotion 
to this city. Then, there is also a new 
generation of young artists coming here for 
the first time.” 

EXHIBITIONS

Philadelphia Museum of Art

Drawn With Spirit: Pennsylvania 
German Fraktur from the Joan and 
Victor Johnson Collection 
February 01–April 26, 2015 

Shelley Spector: Keep the Home Fires 
Burning 
March 07–September 27, 2015

Winterthur Museum, Garden & 
Library

A Colorful Folk: Pennsylvania 
Germans & the Art of Everyday Life 
March 01, 2015–January 03, 2016

Free Library of Philadelphia

Word & Image: Contemporary 
Artists Connect to Fraktur 
March 02–June 14, 2015 

Quill & Brush: Pennsylvania German 
Fraktur and Material Culture 
March 02–July 18, 2015 

Anthony Campuzano, Constant Life Crisis, 2005. Collection Robert L. Pfannebecker. 
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National Museum of Scotland Senior Curator, Middle East & South East Asia, Friederike Voigt, tells us more 

about the fascinating Indian Encounters exhibition on until March 2015 in Edinburgh. 

Casualty of War  
A Portrait of Maharaja Duleep Singh  
© The Singh Twins www.singhtwins.co.uk

Bracelet of Jeypore enamel on gold, 
with dragon’s head terminals set with 
emeralds, diamonds and rubies.   
Indian, Rajputana, worn by Duleep Singh  
®National Museums Scotland

The exhibition, Indian Encounters, at 
the National Museum of Scotland 
explores British-Indian relations 

during the 18th and 19th century through 
the lives of two men, Captain Archibald 
Swinton and Maharaja Duleep Singh, who 
had very different experiences of British 
rule in India.

The Scot, Archibald Swinton, arrived in 
India in 1752, almost 100 years before 
Duleep Singh, the last Maharaja of the 
Sikh Punjab, left his homeland for exile in 
Britain. The exhibition features items once 
belonging to these two men, including 
intricate miniatures painted by artists 

National Museums Scotland invited 
British artists The Singh Twins to create 
an artistic response to Duleep Singh’s 
jewellery in our collection. The result is 
the large format, miniature-style painting, 
Casualty of War: A Portrait of Maharaja 
Duleep Singh.

The painting, which is also displayed in the 
exhibition, shows key moments in Duleep 
Singh’s life, first in pre-partition India 
and later in Britain. Some of the jewellery 
pieces are represented in this artwork, 
highlighting their connection to one of 
the most important figures of British-Sikh 
history. 

working for the Murshidabad court in 
Bengal, and gold jewellery, set with 
gemstones and beautifully decorated with 
enamels, which was worn at the Sikh court 
in Lahore.

Testimonies to the choices both men 
made within the confines of the historical 
circumstances, the miniatures recount 
Swinton’s diplomatic dealings with the 
ruling elite of Bengal, while the jewellery 
represents Duleep Singh’s loss of empire 
and all its treasures.

In recognition of Duleep Singh’s 
significance to the Sikh community today, 

Visit Indian Encounters until March 01, 2015 | National Museum of Scotland | Chamber Street | Edinburgh | www.nms.ac.uk
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This summer in Newport, Rhode Island, 
America’s oldest library and its oldest auction 
house will partner for a noteworthy historical 

lecture series, “The Classical House: Two Thousand 
Years of Architectural Design.”  The Redwood Library 
and Athenæum, along with Freeman’s, will present 
this event which investigates the social and cultural 
history of domestic architecture from the houses of 
ancient Rome to the villas of the Italian Renaissance 
and the Neo-Palladian country seats of eighteenth-
century Britain.  Freeman’s is delighted to be a 
sponsor, and the subjects for discussion—organized 
by architectural historian, John Tschirch—are equally 
as interesting as the venue. 

The Redwood Library and Athenæum is the oldest 
library building in continuous use in the country. 
Founded in 1747 by forty-six proprietors upon the 
principle of “having nothing in view but the good 
of mankind,” its mission continues over 250 years 
later. The Company of the Redwood Library was 
established in 1747 by Abraham Redwood and a 
group of his friends and associates. One of the 
country’s earliest “public” libraries—open to the 
public though not “free”—Redwood remains a 
“membership library” supported by Proprietors, who 
own shares and pay an annual assessment, and 
Subscribers, who pay fees. The Original Collection 
of 751 titles has grown to a collection numbering 
more than 160,000 volumes. Today, the Library 
is open to qualified scholars and researchers and 
to those making use of the collections.  Lectures, 
exhibitions, fine arts displays, and other educational 
activities are part of its continuous offerings to the 
community. The outstanding classical architecture 
of Redwood was noticed by Thomas Jefferson when 
he visited Newport in 1790 as Secretary of State 
in the company of President George Washington. 
Jefferson began championing classical architecture 
as the model for public buildings in the new Republic. 
The Redwood Library is possibly one of the most 
architecturally influential buildings in America.

In 1981, the Redwood Library received the Cynthia 
Cary Collection from Guy Fairfax Cary, Jr., in memory 
of his mother. Collected over decades by Mr. and 
Mrs. Guy Fairfax Cary, Sr., devoted benefactors 
of Redwood who were passionately interested in 
eighteenth-century English decorative arts, the Cary 
Collection contains nearly 200 English and related 
Continental pattern books of furniture, decoration, 

and ornament from the late-fifteenth-century to the 
mid-nineteenth-century. This significant collection 
has been a resource for scholars from all over the 
world.

The relationship of the architectural pattern book 
and design literature, so richly represented in the 
Redwood Library’s collections, will be examined as 
key features in the development of the extraordinary 
buildings in the lecture series. Tschirch, an award-
winning architectural historian, writer and teacher, 
authors a monthly design history blog on Facebook, 
called “John Stories,” and is an authority on the 
artistic and social evolution of historic houses and 
landscapes. He joined the Preservation Society of 
Newport County in 1986 as Director of Education 
becoming Director of Academic Programs and 
Architectural Historian in 1995.  In 2010, he was 
appointed their Director of the newly-created 
Department of Museum Affairs. He holds an M.A. in 
Architectural History and Historic Preservation from 
the University of Virginia. 

Since 1805, Freeman’s has held a respected place in 
America’s history as its oldest auction house, and as 
one of the country’s first family-owned businesses. 
For seven generations, Freeman’s has been an 
integral part of the country’s auction culture, handling 
countless, often historically significant sales on 
behalf of private collections, estates, and museums. 
Recently, Tara Theune Davis, Freeman’s Senior Vice 
President, discussed the upcoming lecture series with 
John Tschirch. He spoke of how he was inspired by 
houses across Europe and the unique combination 
at Redwood of the landmark classical building with 
an extraordinary collection of historic pattern books 
on architecture and design. “All of my globetrotting 
to both study and work on the preservation of great 
historic sites was clearly rewarding. However, closer 
to home, there was also a pivotal moment, the day I 
walked up to the Redwood Library in Newport, Rhode 
Island, the very first temple front building in North 
America. The great houses of the past and the role 
of literary works in their design is the inspiration for 
my lecture series.” As for the continuing influence 
and impact of Greek and Roman traditions today 
on Western culture, Tschirch continued, “The 
classical house distills Western art and culture in 
single dwellings. It is an unbroken story spanning 
hundreds of years and thousands of miles. Beginning 
at Pliny’s seaside villa and continuing with Thomas 

Chateau de Chenonceau, France  

Photo: John Tschirch

Design for a Country House. James Gibbs. Rules for Drawing, 1728. Collection of The Redwood Library 

and Athenaeum
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The Classical House: Two Thousand Years of Architectural Design 

The Roman House: Retreats fit for Emperors August 19 

The Palladian Villa: The Renaissance Masterpieces August 26

The Flowering of France: Chateaux of the 17th century September 09

The Neo-Palladian Triumph The 18th Century British Country Seat September 16

Redwood Library & Athenaeum  50 Bellevue Avenue Newport, RI 02840

For more information or to make your reservation, please visit redwoodlibrary.org or call 401.847.0292.

Jefferson sitting aloft his mountain top 
house, Monticello, in Virginia. Classical 
houses are poetic in their use of proportion 
and scale and they are the product of a 
complex social and cultural life based on 
an appreciation of refinement, harmony 
and order. For centuries, both poetry and 
design pattern books have celebrated and 
strongly influenced the creation of these 
classical houses, from Roman villas and 
Renaissance palazzos to French chateaux 
and British country houses.”

Offering a glimpse of what will be awaiting 
participants in the lecture series, Tschirch 
expounded, “People will see close-up 

images of great European villas, chateaux 
and palaces, along with the very books 
that inspired them and spread their fame. 
The building and the book come together 
in this lecture series and the beauty of 
architecture and the exquisite drawings in 
pattern books become one. Someone who 
attends the lectures will have a unique look 
at buildings before, during, and after their 
creation through the art of pattern books, 
which influenced their design.”

“This summer’s lecture series at the 
Redwood Library— a Newport literary and 
architectural treasure in so many ways—
will teach, inspire, and delight,” shared 

Freeman’s New England Director Kelly 
Wright.  It will have a unique position as 
a catalyst for dialogues about education 
across periods of time and disciplines and 
enable its fortunate participants to see 
close-up images of great homes along with 
the very books that translated architectural 
dreams and designs into reality. The 
relevancy of these topics for us today is 
irrefutable. One thing that hasn’t changed 
is that for everyone, the house is central 
to the cultural identity of the human race. 
Everyone lives somewhere and it is “home” 
in any language. 
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The Scottish coastal town of St. 
Andrews has been considered 
the home of golf for over 250 

years – from the founding of The Royal 
and Ancient Club of St Andrews in 1754 
the small town now has seven different 
courses including the famous St. Andrews 
Links Open Championship course.  For 
those travelling to St Andrews from 
around the world there are many luxurious 
locations in which to stay, however few 
come as prestigious as The Eden Club at 
Pittormie Castle.  

Founded in 1997, this exclusive private 
club has evolved to become more than 
just a golf destination. It is as much about 
accessing unique experiences, participating 
in exciting events and meeting wonderful 
people as it is about golf.   The jewel in 
the Club’s crown is Pittormie Castle itself, 
a Scottish baronial seat that adds a touch 
of ancient splendour to each member’s 
experience.
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PITTORMIE CASTLE

The estate of Pittormie was originally given to 
Ludovic, Duke of Lennox, by James VI in 1593. 
Ludovic Stewart joined the royal household in 1583 
following the King’s request for his return from France 
after the death of his father Esme Stewart, a known 
favourite of James VI.  The King watched over the 
young Duke’s education and career, granting him 
Lord High Admiral of Scotland and later the title 
Duke of Richmond - a name now given to various 
areas of Maine, New England following the Duke’s 
involvement in the early 17th century colonisation of 
the area. 

For those visiting Pittormie today they will be find 
themselves residing in the distinctive atmosphere 
of a Scottish baronial castle dating from 1764 albeit 
with all the luxurious trappings of the 21st century.   
Lovingly restored by The Eden Club in 2005, under 
the guidance of Historic Scotland, guests can now 
enjoy a truly regal level of hospitality more than 
befitting of Pittormie’s noble history.  Many of the 
antique furnishings which grace its rooms were 
purchased at Lyon & Turnbull in Edinburgh, and 
perfectly complement the period rooms of the house.

LYON & TURNBULL AT THE EDEN CLUB

The Eden Club is more than just a luxury resort, 
it allows its members exclusive access to many 
of the world’s greatest sporting events. For those 
with a passion for golf watching the sport’s elite 
compete for The Open Championship on one of the 
world’s most iconic courses at St Andrews is a truly 
memorable experience. Many of the club’s members 
will be afforded exclusive access to the 144th Open 
Championship, and Lyon & Turnbull is proud to be 
collaborating with The Eden Club to bring an auction 
of  Rare Golf Memorabilia to Pittormie this summer 
to coincide with this great competition. 

This selection of highly collectible golfing items, 
including highlights from a first class U.S. private 
collection, will range from early golf balls and clubs 
to significant trophies and medals. Items will be on 
exhibition at Pittormie on July 14 with the auction the 
following day on July 15. 

To find out more about this exclusive auction event 
contact Paul Roberts at Lyon & Turnbull on  
0131 557 8844 or visit www.lyonandturnbull.com

www.theedenclub.com 
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For over 110 years The Art Fund have been 
supporting the museums and galleries of the 
UK to acquire and display great works of art 
for everyone to enjoy. Earlier this year it was 
announced that Chris Smith, Lord Smith of 
Finsbury, who introduced free admission to 
British museums and galleries as the UK’s 
inaugural culture secretary increasing visitor 
numbers by up to 200%, would take the helm as 
the charity’s next chairman.

Lyon & Turnbull Director and Art Fund 
Committee member, John Mackie, and Business 
Development Consultant Ian Peter MacDonald 
travelled to London recently to meet with Lord 
Smith to talk further on his new role.

Chris Smith, Lord Smith of Finsbury, 

outside the House of Lords, London

Sam Roberts Photography
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ourselves, the Heritage Lottery Fund 
and one or two other foundations ‘round 
about £15million and we needed another 
£2.75million in order to get to the agreed 
price.  So we launched the appeal for 
£2.75million on 01 September last year 
and closed it by 01 October because we 
had raised the money. Donations came 
from thousands of different sources.  
There were a lot of small donations - 
especially from Staffordshire - and some 
very big donations, especially from one or 
two particular foundations.

So the fact that you invest say £20 in 
funding it, connects you really quite 
profoundly with the collection? 

Absolutely, and a lot of people regarded 
the Wedgwood Collection as being 
something that was important for them, 
for their region and for the industrial 
history of the country.

You mentioned that The Art Fund is 
changing its emphasis away from just 
simply acquisitions.  Can you expand on 
that?

Yes - what we are also doing a lot of 
now is support for curatorial work; for 
touring exhibitions; for the building of links 
between regional museums and national 
institutions, and with broadening our 
sense of what it means to help museums 
and galleries.  Still very much the focus 
is on helping museums and galleries, 
but it is in a host of different ways. So 
for example, we have a relatively new 
scheme of collecting awards that we 
make. We choose a number of curators 
from museums and galleries all around the 
country and we give them a pot of money 
to enable them to create a collection at 
their museum that they are passionate 
about and want to do.

So they apply for that?

Yes, curator’s apply and have a vigorous 
process of choosing what the best are 
awarded a sum somewhere between 
£20-30,000 and £100,000, depending 
on the size of the project – so potentially 
it is something of real value, especially for 
a young curator who is establishing their 
museum in the world in a real way.

Thinking about the challenge that Local 
Authority museums are currently going 
through, re-thinking the role they have 
in their communities, which to prioritise 
and how to promote them - is there any 
expertise that you have, or any thinking 
that The Art Fund has, that informs 
them as to how they can better do their 
business, given the current economic 

situation and given the changes that their 
Local Authority requires them to make?

It is a very interesting question. We don’t 
do that overtly at the moment. I suppose 
we do it a little bit through one or two 
schemes where we help with the training 
of curators, but the “How to Survive 
Difficult Political and Financial Times” 
and helping museums perhaps with 
disseminating best practice is a rather 
good idea that we might want to think 
about.

So much of Britain’s art is hidden away, 
even our national art collections are hidden 
away. Is there any way that The Art Fund 
can help us get access to that?

It is something that I feel very strongly 
about, that we need to get art out of 
storerooms and into other places.  There 
are obviously quite serious insurance 
issues about all of that but, nonetheless, 
I would really like to see the opening up 
of art to different places.  We have done 
it in a slightly different way with the ‘Art 
Everywhere’ programme that we have 
supported from The Art Fund, which has 
been putting posters of great works of 
art from British collections all over the 
country, so that people sitting on the bus 
going down the street can see wonderful 
pieces of art. It’s is all about bringing art 
out of the walls of the museum and into 
contact with people. 

Last, but not least,where in the world would 
you consider your favourite museum places?  

I remember being asked this   when I 
applied for the Chairmanship of The Art 
Fund,  to which my first answer was, 
of course “The Wordsworth Trust in 
Cumbria”, because I am Chairman of it and 
it is terribly important, but I then I gave 
them two places; one is the Chapel in the 
Church of San Francesco in Arezzo where 
the Piero della Francesca frescos are and 
which are just exquisite; and the other 
would be the Rothko Chapel in Houston, 
Texas where I can remember being bowled 
over, now 40 years ago. I can remember 
walking in and it was an afternoon, and 
sitting down and the first impression was, 
there was absolutely no one else there, 
and the first impression is that there are 
all these black paintings around the walls.  
And then you sit there and you gradually 
begin to perceive that they are not actually 
black but they have all sorts of shades 
of black and dark and grey and then you 
notice that, as the light changes outside, 
the light and colour on the paintings 
changes as well.  It is an incredibly moving, 
spiritual experience.  

Lyon & Turnbull: You have recently become 
Chairman of the Art Fund – can you tell us a 
bit more about the charity?

Lord Smith of Finsbury:  The Art Fund 
at heart is about helping museums and 
galleries to be even better than they are.  
The traditional role of the Art Fund has 
been helping with acquisitions, and that is 
still the core of what The Art Fund does.  It 
raises money from its 100,000 members 
across the country, it receives legacies, 
and it does quite a lot of other fund raising 
as well.  It creates a pot of money, which 
is then available to help the museums and 
galleries to make important acquisitions.  
And one of the great delights of being 
a Trustee of The Art Fund is that every 
couple of months or so, the Trustees meet 
and we have a range of applications from 
museums and galleries for assistance for 
major purchases that they want to make 
- and we get to see the works and have a 
really good discussion about the nature 
of the work, its appropriateness for that 
particular location, and whether it is the 
right sort of value, and whether we ought 
to support it or not.  Listening to some of 
the experts around the table, and having 
that discussion is just a delight!

Who drives the decision to apply – are the 
applications museum led?

They are museum led. The museums come 
to the Fund and say, “we would like to 
purchase this particular work.  We would 
like to ask you for this amount of money 
towards it” and we will normally get quite 
a number of Trustees either if the object 
can’t be brought to the meeting, they will go 
out and see it but, for the great majority of 
objects, the object is brought to the meeting 
and we sit around the Trustees table with, 
around the walls, the objects that we are 
being asked to make decisions on.

You obviously recognise what contribution 
can be made from The Art Fund, but notice 
an additional capacity to identify others 
who may be able to be pulled into the 
project and engineer the acquisition.

 That is something we increasingly do now, 
especially for major works or collections 
that are important to the Nation.  We 
organised the funding campaign for the 
Van Dyck self portrait, and then most 
spectacularly recently, we not only 
organised the campaign to raise money 
for the Wedgwood Collection, but we also 
organised the whole choreography of the 
V&A acquiring the Collection, that it is still 
be shown in Barlaston in Staffordshire and 
so on...and that was hugely successful.  
We had already put together, from 
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Design in Motion | V&A Museum of Design Dundee National 
Tour 2015 
February 13 to June 21, 2015, Across Scotland

V&A Museum of Design Dundee will begin 2015 with their first touring exhibition visiting more than 70 places 

the length and breadth of Scotland. The tour takes in rural locations such as Harris, Campbeltown, Elgin and 

Galashiels alongside Edinburgh, Glasgow, Dundee and Aberdeen. The exhibition concept, brought to life by 

designer Gabrielle Underwood, will showcase seven leading designers currently working with digital tech-

nology to push the boundaries of their discipline within games, product, jewellery, fashion, textiles and built 

heritage.  www.vandadundee.org/news/ 

Great British Drawings | Gainsborough, Turner, Rossetti, 
Ravilious, Hockney & more 
March 26 to August 31, 2015, Ashmolen Museum of Art & Archaeology, Oxford  

The Ashmolean’s collection of British Drawings is one of the largest and most important in the world and 

this exhibition displays over 100 of the very best examples. See works spanning over three centuries, from an 

exquisite portrait by Samuel Cooper drawn in 1650, widely recognized as one of the most sensitive of all draw-

ings of a face, to an arresting portrait of Salman Rushdie by Tom Phillips made in 1993.    

www.ashmolean.org/exhibitions

The Two Roberts: Robert Colquhoun and Robert MacBryde 
Until May 24, 2015, Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art, Edinburgh

This major exhibition will explore the work the Scottish artists Robert MacBryde and Robert Colquhoun or ‘The 

Two Roberts’, as they were known. Friends of Francis Bacon and Lucian Freud, they took the London art-world 

by storm in the 1940s, with sell-out exhibitions of their paintings, but by the 1960s their position as two of the 

country’s most celebrated artists had been eclipsed, and this will be the first major retrospective devoted to 

their work. www.nationalgalleries.org  

The Royal Oak Foundation Spring Lectures 
Now through May, 2015 Boston, Philadelphia, Washington, D.C., Los Angeles and La Jolla

Are you inspired by the culture and heritage of Britain? The Royal Oak Foundation brings centuries of scholarship, 

scandal and enlightenment to you through lectures, tours and special events. Freeman’s is delighted to sponsor a 

variety of their lecture receptions across the country. The spring season includes such notable speakers as Robert 

Sackville-West, 7th Baron Sackville, Chairman, Knole Estates, Gareth Williams, Curator, Weston Park Foundation 

and Michael Snodin FSA FRSA, Chairman, Strawberry Hill Trust. We hope you will join us. 

For more information on membership or to make a reservation for a lecture, please visit www.royal-oak.org.

 

Dr. Michael Shelden, Biographer and 
Historian, will lecture on Young Titan: The 
Making of Winston Churchill.  
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Moonstrips | Eduardo Paolozzi and the printed collage 1965-72 
February 17 to June 07, 2015, The Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge

Scottish artist Eduardo Paolozzi’s use of found images and words cut from popular magazines and scientific 

journals played a formative role in the development of British art in the 1950s and 60s. He adapted the tech-

nique of collage to printed media in spectacular sets - often seen as highlights of Pop Art - such as Moonstrips 

Empire News (1967), General Dynamic F.U.N. (1970),Cloud Atomic Laboratory (1971) and Bunk!(1972). With 

the writer J. G. Ballard, his collaborator on the innovative Ambit magazine, Paolozzi formulated a dazzling 

visual and verbal accompaniment to the space-age. www.fitzmuseum.cam.ac.uk 

Image credit: Eduardo Paolozzi (1924-2005), The Silken world of Michelangelo from Moonstrips Empire News Volume 1, 1967, screenprint © The 
Trustees of The Paolozzi Foundation

West Highland Museum Reopens for 2015
From March 02, 2015, West Highland Museum, Fort William

Situated in the High Street in the heart of the historic town of Fort William in the Scottish Highlands, The West 

Highland Museum’s collections tell the story of the region and its history. Their most renowned and unusual 

collection relates to Bonnie Prince Charlie and the Jacobite cause -  an outstanding collection including a 

“secret” anamorphic portrait, clothing, furniture, glassware, curios and portraits.   

www.westhighlandmuseum.org.uk
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Ingenious Impressions: The Coming of the Book
February 27 to June 21, 2015, The Hunterian Museum and Gallery, Glasgow

Ingenious Impressions is the first major UK exhibition to explore the invention of the printed book. Showcasing 

the University of Glasgow’s rich collections and the results of new research from the Glasgow Incunabula 

Project, the exhibition charts the development of the early printed book in Europe, exploring the transition 

from manuscript to print and its impact on late medieval society.  www.gla.ac.uk/hunterian/ 

Ink and Gold: Art of the Kano
February 16 to May 10, 2015  Philadelphia

The Philadelphia Museum of Art will be the only venue for an unusually important exhibition. Ink and Gold: Art 

of the Kano will be the first exhibition ever organized outside Japan dedicated to the entire history of the Kano 

School of painters, Japan’s longest-lived artistic dynasty. It will be shown in three rotations due to the light-

sensitivity of the works and include remarkable loans, largely from Japan. The show is curated by Dr. Felice 

Fischer, the Museum’s Luther W. Brady Curator of Japanese Art and Senior Curator of East Asian Art, and 

Kyoko Kinoshita, Project Associate Curator. Freeman’s is pleased to support the Philadelphia Museum of Art. 

www.philamuseum.org

Tigers in Bamboo Grove (detail), mid-1630s. Kano Tan’yu, Japanese, 1602-1674. Ink, color, and gold leaf on paper, set of four-panel sliding doors, 
each door 72 13/16x 55 1/2 in. Nanzen-ji Temple, Sakyo-ku, Japan. Important Cultural Property.
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GOLD: Transparency, Trends & Techniques 
April 09-10, 2015 New York, NY

Initiatives in Arts and Culture educates diverse audiences in the fine, decorative, and visual arts. IAC’s primary 

activities are conferences, publications, and exhibitions that take an interdisciplinary approach, considering 

issues related to fabrication, connoisseurship, cultural patrimony, and cultural preservation. Join their fifth 

annual Gold Conference which takes a panoramic look at gold and gold jewelry, exploring the metal’s abiding 

emotional power and enduring value, techniques and cutting-edge technology, educating the next generation 

of jewelers, 21st century marketing techniques, and fair-mining. 

For more information or to register please visit www.artinitiatives.com or call 646.485.1952.
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Van Gogh, Manet and Matisse: The Art of the Flower
March 21 to June 21, 2015 Charlottesville, VA

This exhibition explores the infusion of new spirit and meaning into the traditional genre of floral still-life 

painting in 19th-century France, even as the advent of modernism was radically transforming the art world. 

It features approximately 70 flower paintings by more than 30 artists, including such well-known masters 

as Eugène Delacroix, Gustave Courbet, Henri Fantin-Latour, Édouard Manet, Vincent van Gogh, and Henri 

Matisse, as well as less familiar figures such as Antoine Berjon and Simon Saint-Jean.  

Freeman’s Southeast is pleased to continue its support of the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts considered one 

of the top art museums in the country with a collection representing over 5,000 years of art and an exciting 

schedule of visiting exhibitions. www.vmfa.museum Vincent Van Gogh (Dutch, 1853–1890), Vase 
with Carnations, summer 1886, oil on canvas, 
181/8 x 143/4 in., Collection Stedelijk Museum, 
Amsterdam, purchased with the generous 
support of the Vereniging van Hadendaagse 
Kunstaankopen, A2235

Annual Award for Excellence in the Arts 
April 15, 2015 New York

Freeman’s is proud to be a sponsor of the Appraisers Association of America’s Eleventh Annual Awards 

Luncheon in New York. This year’s Award for Excellence in the Arts honors Russian-born and American-based 

contemporary artists, Llya and Emilia Kabakov (right), whose compelling work fuses elements of the everyday 

with that of the conceptual. Robert Storr, Dean of the School of Art, Yale University, will give the keynote 

presentation. The AAA is a national organization of preeminent personal property appraisers who focus on the 

fine and decorative arts.

For more information about the event, please visit www.appraisersassociation.org
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The ABA/ PBFA Edinburgh Book Fair 2015
March 06 to 07, 2015 Radisson Blu Hotel, Royal Mile, Edinburgh

Scotland’s premier rare and antiquarian book fair returns to Edinburgh’s historic Royal Mile this March.  The fair is any 

book-lovers dream, providing a chance to view and purchase rare, antiquarian and second-hand books, manuscripts, 

original illustrations and ephemera from the UK’s leading book dealers.  Admission free.  

 www.aba.org.uk/fairs-a-events/details/120-edinburgh-book-fair 
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Explore Germany and Sicily with The Decorative Arts Trust 
May 09 to 17 and 18 to 26; October 17 to 25 and October 27 to November 04, 2015

In an attempt to understand the transfer of design and style in the decorative arts, The Decorative Arts Trust 

members travel abroad to observe the antecedents of American decorative arts and architecture. The study 

trips have been held in Venice and the Veneto, Holland, Scotland, Ireland, and England. 

Join the members and Governors of the Trust for the 2015 Study Trip Abroad program, featuring Courtly 

Collections: Dresden, Leipzig & Berlin and Sicily: Crossroads of Mediterranean Civilizations. Enjoy private and 

behind-the-scenes tours by respected art historians as well as the privilege of visiting private homes and 

collections. For more information or to register, please visit www.decorativeartstrust.org.

Hans Hofmann: Walls of Color
May 02 to September 06, 2015, Bruce Museum, Greenwich, CT

Nestled in Greenwich, Connecticut, the Bruce Museum is a world-class institution highlighting art, science and 

natural history. This spring, they will unveil the first show to focus on Abstract Expressionist Hans Hofmann’s 

varied and under-appreciated mural projects. By incorporating a number of the finest examples of the artist’s 

contemporaneous easel paintings, the exhibition will demonstrate the continuity and evolution of Hofmann’s 

oeuvre, culminating in the late, great so-called Slab paintings, where both the assertive planarity of the murals 

and the modular, colored mosaic elements achieved their final, sublime expression. 

For more information about this exhibition, please visit www.brucemuseum.org or call 203.869.0376. 

First Night at the Devon Horse Show
May 20, 2015, Devon Horseshow & Country Fair, Devon, PA

For the fourth consecutive year, Freeman’s will sponsor First Night at Devon, an annual event that marks 

the opening of the Art Gallery at Devon and launches the 118th Devon Horse Show & Country Fair. Held the 

evening before the Fair’s official opening—among grounds abuzz with horses and riders in the practice ring—

guests will enjoy shopping, cocktails and hors d’oeuvres, while being treated to a special preview of the art 

showcased in the gallery. First Night at Devon has raised over $50,000 for the Devon Horse Show and Country 

Fair Foundation. 

To request an invitation, please visit www.devonhorseshow.net
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Photography | A Victorian Sensation
June 19 to November 22, 2015, National Museum of Scotland, Edinburgh

Meet the pioneers of photography and discover how the Victorian craze for the photograph transformed the 

way we capture images today and mirrors our own modern-day fascination for recording the world around 

us.  Follow the cross-channel competition between Louis Daguerre and William Henry Fox Talbot, enter the 

world of the 1851 Great Exhibition and see some of the world’s first stereophotographs. A chance to discover 

the fascinating stories of the people behind the pictures, including Hill and Adamson’s beautiful images of 

Victorian Edinburgh. For more information visit www.nms.ac.uk
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In February 2014, in response to poaching 
of African elephants, the U.S. federal 
government tightened restrictions on the 

import, export, transfer, and sale of African 
elephant ivory and rhinoceros horn. The new 
rule’s most controversial change has been 
its limitation of the antique exception to 
the general ban on ivory, which previously 
allowed commercial and non-commercial 
import, export, transfer, and sale of objects 
at least 100 years old that were either 
made of ivory or included ivory elements. 
New York and New Jersey have similarly 
tightened their restrictions on the trade in 
and transfer of ivory. California, Maine, and 
Hawaii are expected to follow suit. 

Response to the change was swift, and, 
from many sectors, strongly negative. 
Collectors, museums, orchestras, and 
musicians pointed out that the new rule 
would ban much long-standing collecting 
and cultural exchange activity. The policy 
was modified in May, in response to 
these objections.  Yet many in the arts 
community remain concerned that even 
for activities that are apparently authorized 
by the modified rule, the procedures and 
actual implementation remain uncertain. 
When antique objects of cultural and 
historic importance are at issue, many 
are understandably wary of placing those 
objects at risk of being detained or perhaps 
seized and destroyed. Critics find even the 
revised rule to be over-broad, jeopardizing 

our understanding of the past by imposing 
current standards of behavior, effectively 
editing the past to suit contemporary 
tastes. Amid this storm over the new rule, 
it is important to clarify what activities are 
permitted under the current rule and what 
activities are forbidden.

In U.S. domestic law, the protections and 
obligations with respect to ivory that have 
been promulgated under the Convention 
on International Trade in Endangered 
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (“CITES”)  
are implemented through the Endangered 
Species Act (“ESA”)  and the African 
Elephant Conservation Act (“AECA”).  
The Lacey Act provides for both civil and 
criminal penalties for trade in wildlife that 
has been taken in violation of any state or 
foreign wildlife law or regulation. 
 
The Antique Exception
 Previously, import, export, transfer, 
and sale of objects containing African 
elephant ivory that were at least 100 
years old was permitted as a discretionary 
exception to the broad ban on ivory under 
the ESA, AECA, and CITES. This has 
changed dramatically. The rule allows 
qualified antiques to be imported for non-
commercial purposes (loans, traveling 
exhibitions, etc.). However, no commercial 
importation of any African elephant ivory 
is allowed, even if those objects would 
otherwise qualify as antique.

By Kevin P. Ray, Esq., Greenberg Traurig, LLP, Chicago

Large Chinese carved ivory 
covered vase (one of a pair)
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To qualify for the non-commercial antique 
exception, the importer or exporter must 
now show that the object:
(i) is at least 100 years old;
(ii) is composed in whole or in part of an 
ESA-listed species;
(iii) has not been repaired or modified with 
any ESA-listed species after December 27, 
1973; and
(iv) is being or was imported through one 
of the thirteen designated endangered 
species “antique ports.”  

Commercial Import, Export and Interstate 
Sales
No commercial importation of African 
elephant ivory is permitted. Commercial 
export of worked African elephant ivory 
is permitted, provided that the ivory is 
accompanied by a CITES pre-Convention 
certificate showing that it was removed from 
the wild no later than February 26, 1976. Raw 
African elephant ivory may not be exported. 
Interstate sale of African elephant ivory is 
permitted, but only if the seller shows that 
the object (i) was lawfully imported before 
January 18, 1990, or (ii) was imported under 
a CITES pre-Convention certificate.

Personal Ownership and Personal Use
Worked African elephant ivory may 
be imported for personal use either as 
part of (a) a household move, or (b) an 
inheritance; provided (i) the ivory was 
legally acquired before February 26, 1976, 

(ii) the ivory has not been transferred for 
financial gain or profit after February 25, 
2014, and (iii) the item is accompanied by 
a valid CITES pre-Convention certificate. 
African elephant ivory (either worked or 
raw) may also be imported as part of a 
sport-hunted trophy.

Museum Acquisitions and Loans
The new rule has striking impacts on 
museum acquisitions and loans. Objects 
containing worked African elephant 
ivory may only be imported for museum 
exhibitions if (i) the ivory was legally 
acquired before February 26, 1976, (ii) it 
has not been sold or otherwise transferred 
for financial gain after February 25, 2014, 
(iii) the importer qualifies for a CITES 
traveling exhibition certificate, and (iv) 
the object is accompanied by a valid 
CITES traveling exhibition certificate or an 
equivalent CITES document. Nevertheless, 
raw African elephant ivory cannot be 
imported, even for museum loans.

Musical Instruments
Musicians are also feeling the effects 
of the new rule. Many antique musical 
instruments contain ivory elements. No 
instrument containing African elephant 
ivory may now be purchased abroad 
and imported.  Those that contain 
worked African elephant ivory may still 
be imported and exported for travel, 
provided the ivory (i) was legally acquired 

before February 26, 1976, (ii) has not 
been sold or otherwise transferred for 
financial gain after February 25, 2014, and 
(iii) is accompanied by a CITES musical 
instrument passport or CITES traveling 
exhibition certificate. 

Documentation Is Critical
The revised rule for African elephant 
ivory reinforces the importance of full and 
proper documentation for collectibles. All 
ivory-containing objects, whether antique 
or not, must now be accompanied by 
CITES permits or certificates (showing 
the ivory was (a) legally acquired before 
February 26, 1976, or (b) legally imported 
after September 22, 1982 through an 
antique port); certified appraisals; bills 
of sale; documentation of the place and 
date the object was manufactured; and 
documentation identifying the species 
from which the ivory was derived. 

A Chinese ivory wrist rest 
(one of a pair)
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BURNS MEMORIAL
Urgently needs your help!

Scotland’s favorite son, Robert Burns, is one of the most
celebrated and inuential literary gures in the world.

The iconic Burns Monument in Alloway, designed by
architect Thomas Hamilton, and built in 1823, is the
world’s rst memorial dedicated to the life and work of
Robert Burns. Sadly, this category A-listed structure is
now in much need of repair and restoration, which is
why we must ACT NOW to save it!

The estimated total cost of this momentous project is
$300,000. Together with your support, we will work
tirelessly in 2015, to raise funds to make this project a
reality. Please consider making a fully tax-deductible gift
to the Burns Monument Annual Appeal TODAY, by
visiting our secure website:
www.ntsusa.org/give/donations or by calling our Boston
office on: (617) 227-7500.

Your gift, of any size, will make a powerful and lasting
impact. We simply couldn’t do it without your generosity.

THANK YOU!

For a' that, 
an' a' that, 

It's coming yet for a' that, 

That Man to Man, 
the world o'er, 

Shall brothers be for a' that.

Robert Burns
A Man's A Man For A'

That, 1795

The National Trust for Scotland
Foundation USA
45 School Street, 3rd Floor
Boston, MA 02108
www.ntsusa.org
mail@ntsusa.org | (617) 227-7500
EIN: 04-3511088

The National Trust for Scotland Foundation USA is the
American friends group for the National Trust for
Scotland. Since 2000, the Foundation has provided more
than $7 million in funding for the essential work of
Scotland’s largest preservation charity.

The Trust protects and promotes Scotland’s natural, built,
and cultural heritage for present and future generations
to enjoy. The Trust cares for 129 properties, including:

1 UNESCO World Heritage Site 16 islands
188,000 acres of countryside 7 nature reserves
26 castles and country houses 4 battle sites
72 holiday properties 35 gardens 
349 miles of footpaths 50,000+ artifacts 
4 birthplaces of famous Scots 46 Munros

NTSfUSA Burns Monument ad_Layout 1  06/02/2015  17:11  Page 1
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Private Collections and Special Events
This spring, Freeman’s Main Line office in Wayne, Pennsylvania has an exciting program of 

events including intimate gallery talks, monthly appraisal days and educational lectures given 

by our extraordinary specialists. On May 5, Vice Chairman Alasdair Nichol, Head of the Fine 

Art Department, will give a gallery talk on select works from private collections. Of particular 

note will be the Pennsylvania Impressionists, the turn of the century landscape artists who 

congregated in the area of New Hope, Pennsylvania. Two of the group’s foremost members will 

be on display, Edward Willis Redfield, one of the first to settle in the area, and George William 

Sotter, known for his winter nocturne paintings.  Both  painters were extremely popular in their 

lifetime, and continue to be in the present. Sotter in particular was a dominant force at Phillip’s 

Mill, where he regularly took home the “favorite-painting” (as voted on by the visitors) prize 

each fall. Sotter studied under Redfield in the summer of 1902, and the artists remained close 

friends thereafter.

CONTACT  

Gabrielle Aruta | +1 610.254.9700 

garuta@lyonandturnbull.com

GEORGE WILLIAM SOTTER
(AMERICAN 1879-1953) 

THE HILL ROAD IN WINTER 
Signed ‘G.W. Sotter’ lower center right, oil on board 

14 x 16 in. (35.6 x 40.6cm)

PROVENANCE: 

Private Collection, Pennsylvania 

$30,000-50,000 (£18,750-31,250)

STRATEGIC LEGACY PRESERVATION

Managing family wealth is a balancing act between the present and the future. Pennsylvania Trust’s
multidisciplinary team creates individual solutions that provide stability yet retain the flexibility to meet
the needs of generations to come.

“AS A TRUST COMPANY, WE SEE TO EVERY DETAIL
WITHOUT LOSING SIGHT OF THE BIG PICTURE.”

Leslie Gillin Bohner, Esq.
Senior Vice President, Chief Fiduciary Officer

CALL BILL HAINES

OR STAN BROADBENT

AT 610.975.4300
OR 800.975.4316

R A D N O R ,  PA
P E N N T R U ST. CO M
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A Successful Decade
As Freeman’s team in Charlottesville, Virginia, celebrates their 10th 

year at that location, they continue to bring in-depth knowledge and 

extensive experience to the Southeastern United States, resulting in 

impressive consignments and stellar results for their clients. Colin 

Clarke, Vice President—a respected local resource in the area for over 

20 years—serves as a unique connection to the global art market for his 

clients throughout this region. Holen Miles Lewis, Director of Business 

Development, heads the Trusts & Estates Department and specializes 

in fine jewelry, while obtaining important consignments from across 

the area and working to expand Freeman’s growing reputation in this 

particular location. From complimentary verbal estimates to written 

appraisals for all purposes, including estate-planning, estate tax, 

charitable donations, gift tax and insurance, Freeman’s Charlottesville 

staff offers a full-range of services, supported by a combined 30 years of 

auction house experience and skill.

New in 2015, Freeman’s Southeast is delighted to announce monthly 

Open Appraisal Events throughout the southeastern United States for 

clients interested in learning the value of their treasures. Additonally, 

Freeman’s Southeast is pleased to continue partnering with private 

groups, museums, historical societies, retirement homes, country 

clubs, and Trust & Estate fiduciaries on seminars and events for groups 

interested in learning more about the art market and the auction 

process. They also have seasoned benefit auctioneers for community 

charity events.  For more information about the role Freeman’s can have 

with groups, or to find out when they will be in your area, please visit 

freemansauction.com/southeast to sign-up for email updates, or to view 

our choices of seminar topics and upcoming events.

History and Heritage
Kelly Wright, Director of Trusts & Estates in New England, will reprise 

his role as benefit auctioneer at The Boston Conservatory’s annual gala 

on April 16th.  Held in the august Harvard Club it will be an evening of 

live performances, fine food and drink.  All proceeds from the auction 

will go to support the Conservatory’s ongoing and highly successful 

scholarship efforts. 

Join Freeman’s as they return to Castle Hill on the Crane Estate in 

Ipswich Massachusetts, for a ‘What’s It Worth’ event on May 13th.  

Antiques Roadshow appraisers Virginia Salem, Kelly Wright, and others 

will be on hand to evaluate jewelry, fine art, Asian art, decorative arts 

and silver. 

As an added attraction, Freeman’s is proud to present renowned 

historian and author Hope Cushing, who will be lecturing from her 

upcoming biography on landscape architect, Arthur Shurcliff.  Best 

known for his work on the gardens, landscapes, and town planning of 

Colonial Williamsburg, Shurcliff is also credited with the creation of the 

Grand Allée on the estate.  

The Grand Allée is the only known, designed landscape of its size and 

kind still in existence in North America – and one of only a few remaining 

worldwide – combining grand scale with decorative arts. For more 

information regarding the lecture, please visit www.thetrustees.org

CONTACT  

Kelly Wright | +1 617.367.3400 

kwright@freemansauction.com

Freeman’s English & Continental Furniture, Silver & Decorative Arts specialist David Walker joins 
Vice President Colin Clarke for one of many open appraisal events in the Southeast.

CONTACT  

Colin Clarke | +1 434.296.4096 

cclarke@freemanssouth.com
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The perfect setting for an Art Collector’s Dinner
In November the Lyon & Turnbull London team hosted a Collector’s Dinner in the city’s Covent Garden Hotel – one of the Firmdale group of boutique 

hotels that have been sumptuously decorated by designer and art collector Kit Kemp. On entering a Firmdale hotel you may be greeted by a large bronze 

sculpture by Turner Prize winning Tony Cragg or a huge cat by South American artist Fernando Botero. Every wall is a testament to Kit’s confidence in 

pairing unlikely companions. There are paintings by the Bloomsbury Group, by pop artist Allen Jones and the landscape painter John Virtue who was 

formerly Associate Artist at the National Gallery. 

Her most recent hotel, Ham Yard, features an original 1950s bowling alley, set off by two large works by Howard Hodgkin and a tapestry by Alexander 

Calder. www.firmdalehotels.com

CONTACT  

Emily Johnston | +44 (0)774 124 7225 | emily.johnston@lyonandturnbull.com

Freeman’s New Beverly Hills Location
Freeman’s welcome the opportunity to assist new West Coast clients with questions about 

consigning or evaluating their fine art, antiques and jewelry. Their regional representative, 

Michael Larsen, with the help of Freeman’s international experts, provides verbal auction 

valuations for single items or entire collections and formal written appraisals for estate-

planning, estate tax, charitable donations, gift tax and insurance. Their West Coast office 

provides auction services to many states including California, New Mexico, Arizona, Nevada, 

Oregon and Washington and hosts specific events in a variety of cities such as San Francisco, 

Los Angeles, San Diego, and Palm Springs.

This spring, Freeman’s will be reprising their role as the reception sponsor for select Royal Oak 

Foundation lectures in Los Angeles and La Jolla. We hope you can join us in April when Michael 

Snodin, Chairman of Strawberry Hill Trust will enlighten us with his talk A Little Gothic Castle: 

Horace Walpole and Strawberry Hill or learn more about the iconic Churchill with Dr. Michael 

Shelden’s lecture from his new book Young Titan: The Making of Winston Churchill. For event 

details or to make your reservation, please visit www.royal-oak.org. 

Highlights from the May 04, 2015 Jewelry & Watches auction will be on view in Los Angeles in 

April. Included in the preview will be prominent diamonds and other gems in both modern and 

vintage settings from notable makers such as Cartier, Tiffany & Co., and Van Cleef & Arpels. For 

an invitation, please contact Michael Larsen via the detail below. 

We look forward to seeing you at Freeman’s new location at  

9465 Wilshire Boulevard, Beverly Hills this spring.

CONTACT  

Michael Larsen | +1 818.205.3608 

mlarsen@freemansauction.com

The Sherwood Private Room at the Ham Yard, London. The foyer of the Haymarket Hotel, London.
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Exhibition | Joan Eardley & Anne 
Redpath | Select Works from Private 
Collections
Lyon & Turnbull are delighted to announce an exhibition of works by two 

of Scotland’s best loved and most influential artists of the 20th Century; 

Joan Eardley and Anne Redpath. The exhibition will showcase a selection 

of works by both artists currently held in private Scottish collections. 

Joan Eardley, alumni of the world renowned Glasgow School of Art is 

best known for her depictions of Glasgow Street Children.  Her artistic 

prowess however extended beyond these city scenes and featured many 

landscape pieces of her beloved Catterline. Anne Redpath is considered 

to be one of the pivotal members of the Edinburgh School, attending the 

Edinburgh College of Art from 1912. Her oil works of familiar household 

objects are depicted in her distinctive two dimensional designs. The 

influence of French impressionism can be clearly seen in her bold flat 

surfaced interior arrangements. 

A number of items featured in this upcoming exhibition will form part of 

the Fine Scottish Paintings sale which will take place on 04 June 2015.

EXHIBITION 

Joan Eardley & Anne Redpath | Select Works from Private Collections 

16 March to 10 April 2015 | 10am to 5pm Monday to Friday 

Glasgow Gallery | 182 Bath Street, Glasgow, G2 4HG

CONTACT  

James McNaught | +44 (0)141 333 1992 

james.mcnaught@lyonandturnbull.com

ANNE REDPATH  
(scottish 1895-1965) 

LES TOURETTES 
1962, oil 

From a Private Collection 

Joining the National Trust for Scotland in a Burns 
Celebration
Lyon & Turnbull and guests enjoyed a jovial evening at The National Trust for Scotland’s Burn’s 

Supper at the Caledonian Club in January.  Angus MacDonald OBE addressed the lassies with 

gusto and rich innuendo and was neatly replied by the amused Emma Weir. The auction lots 

included an exceptional dinner at Boisdale’s restaurant with British Lion captain Gavin Hastings 

and the most popular lot of the evening was a personal tour of the Balvenie and Glenfiddich 

Distillery. A record for the event of £24,000 was raised from the six lots by the Lyon & Turnbull 

auctioneer Ian Peter MacDonald.

CONTACT  

Ian Peter “Peeps” MacDonald | +44 (0)7791 553 144 

peeps@lyonandturnbull.com

The exterior of the Caledonian Club – a little bit of Scotland in the 
heart of London. 
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MARCH

14  Asian Arts 
Freeman’s, Philadelphia

18  Contemporary & Post-War Art 
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh

25  Decorative Arts: Design from 
1860 
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh

APRIL

22   American Furniture, Folk & 
Decorative Arts 
Freeman’s, Philadelphia

22  20th Century Design 
Freeman’s, Philadelphia

22   Fine Furniture & Works of Art 
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh

23   Books, Maps & Manuscripts 
Freeman’s, Philadelphia

MAY

03  Modern & Contemporary Art 
Freeman’s, Philadelphia

04  Jewelry & Watches 
Freeman’s, Philadelphia

13  Jacobite, Stuart &  
Scottish Applied Arts 
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh

19   English & Continental Furniture 
& Decorative Arts 
Freeman’s, Philadelphia

20 Silver & Objets de Vertu 
 Freeman’s, Philadelphia

JUNE

03  Select Jewellery & Watches 
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh

04  Scottish Paintings & Sculpture 
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh

07   American Art & Pennsylvania 
Impressionists 
Freeman’s, Philadelphia

16   Fine Asian Works of Art 
Lyon & Turnbull, Cambridgeshire

16   European Art & Old Masters 
Freeman’s, Philadelphia

24   The Waterloo Bicentenary Sale 
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh

24   Fine Furniture & Works of Art 
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh

JULY

15  Rare Golf Memorabilia 
Lyon & Turnbull at  
The Eden Club, St Andrews

16  Jewellery & Silver 
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh

To be offered on May 03 in Freeman’s 
Modern & Contemporary Art auction.

One of a collection that sold for over 
£53,000 in total in Lyon & Turnbull’s 
January 28 Rare Books, Manuscripts, 
Maps & Photographs auction.
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PICTURES, WATERCOLOURS & PRINTS

Nick Curnow 
nick.curnow@lyonandturnbull.com

Charlotte Riordan 
charlotte.riordan@lyonandturnbull.com

Emily Johnston 
emily.johnston@lyonandturnbull.com

Carly Shearer 
carly.shearer@lyonandturnbull.com

OLD MASTERS

Nick Curnow 
nick.curnow@lyonandturnbull.com

FURNITURE, CLOCKS & WORKS OF ART

Douglas Girton 
douglas.girton@lyonandturnbull.com

John Mackie 
john.mackie@lyonandturnbull.com

Theodora Burrell 
theo.burrell@lyonandturnbull.com

SILVER, COINS & MEDALS

Colin Fraser 
colin.fraser@lyonandturnbull.com

Trevor Kyle 
trevor.kyle@lyonandturnbull.com

Ruth Davis 
ruth.davis@lyonandturnbull.com

AMERICAN ART & 
PENNSYLVANIA IMPRESSIONISTS

Alasdair Nichol +1 267.414.1211 
anichol@freemansauction.com

Andrew Huber +1 267.414.1210 
ahuber@freemansauction.com

EUROPEAN ART & OLD MASTERS

David Weiss +1 267.414.1214 
dweiss@freemansauction.com

MODERN & CONTEMPORARY ART

Anne Henry +1 267.414.1220 
ahenry@freemansauction.com

Dunham Townend +1 267.414.1221 
dtownend@freemansauction.com

PHOTOGRAPHS & PHOTOBOOKS

Christiana Scavuzzo +1 267.414.1247 
cscavuzzo@freemansauction.com

JEWELRY & WATCHES

Michael Larsen +1 267.414.1227 
mlarsen@freemansauction.com

Virginia Salem +1 267.414.1233 
vsalem@freemansauction.com

ASIAN ART

Richard Cervantes +1 267.414.1219 
rcervantes@freemansauction.com

Yue Xu +1 267.414.1218 
yxu@freemansauction.com

AMERICAN FURNITURE, FOLK & DECORATIVE ART

Lynda A Cain +1 267.414.1237 
lcain@freemansauction.com

Whitney Bounty +1 267.414.1254 
wbounty@freemansauction.com

ENGLISH & CONTINENTAL FURNITURE 
& DECORATIVE ARTS

David Walker +1 267.414.1216 
dwalker@freemansauction.com

Veronica Renton +1 215.940.9826 
vrenton@freemansauction.com

SILVER & OBJETS DE VERTU

David Walker +1 267.414.1216 
dwalker@freemansauction.com

Sarah Blattner +1 267.414.1225 
sblattner@freemansauction.com

ASIAN WORKS OF ART

Lee Young 
lee.young@lyonandturnbull.com

Anna Westin (consultant) 
anna.westin@lyonandturnbull.com

Sara Pierdominici 
sara.pierdominici@lyonandturnbull.com

RUGS & CARPETS

Gavin Strang 
gavin.strang@lyonandturnbull.com

JEWELLERY

Trevor Kyle 
trevor.kyle@lyonandturnbull.com

Ruth Davis 
ruth.davis@lyonandturnbull.com

DECORATIVE ARTS & DESIGN

John Mackie 
john.mackie@lyonandturnbull.com

Theodora Burrell 
theo.burrell@lyonandturnbull.com

MILITARIA

Iain Gale 
iain.gale@lyonandturnbull.com

EUROPEAN CERAMICS & GLASS

Douglas Girton 
douglas.girton@lyonandturnbull.com

Campbell Armour 
campbell.armour@lyonandturnbull.com

ARMS & ARMOUR

Colin Fraser 
colin.fraser@lyonandturnbull.com

John Batty (consultant) 
john.batty@lyonandturnbull.com

RARE BOOKS, MAPS,  
MANUSCRIPTS & PHOTOGRAPHS

Simon Vickers 
simon.vickers@lyonandturnbull.com

Cathy Marsden 
cathy.marsden@lyonandturnbull.com

ENQUIRIES & COMMISSION BIDS

Tel. +44 (0)131 557 8844 
Fax. +44 (0)131 557 8668 
info@lyonandturnbull.com

RARE BOOKS, MAPS & MANUSCRIPTS

David J Bloom +1 267.414.1246 
dbloom@freemansauction.com

20TH CENTURY DESIGN

Tim Andreadis +1 267.414.1215 
tandreadis@freemansauction.com

CLIENT SERVICES & BIDS

Mary Maguire Carroll +1 267.414.1236 
mmaguire@freemansauction.com

REGIONAL OFFICES COORDINATOR

Samuel Cooper +1 267.414.1217 
scooper@freemanauction.com

TRUSTS & ESTATES

Samuel T. Freeman III +1 267.414.1222 
sfreeman@freemansauction.com

Matthew S. Wilcox +1 215.940.9825 
mwilcox@freemansauction.com

APPRAISALS

Amy Parenti +1 267.414.1223 
aparenti@freemansauction.com

Telephone: +44 (0)131 557 8844   www.lyonandturnbull.com

Main Switchboard +1 215.563.9275   www.freemansauction.com

TAngible WeAlTh MAnAgeMenT

We offer a fully independent and international asset valuation service to

professionals and individuals. We also offer informed advice on both

acquiring and disposing of art and antiques.

A Roman marble torso of Venus

Circa 1st Century A.D., after a Hellenistic

original of circa 3rd-2nd Century B.C. 

Sold by PMAA on behalf of clients 

by Private Treaty

www.pallmallartadvisors.com

Contact us:

UK head office
78 Pall Mall, London SW1Y 5ES
+44 (0)845 882 2794
valuations@pallmallartadvisors.com

Also in Edinburgh and Chester

US head office
503 W. Lancaster Avenue, Wayne, PA 19087
+1 610 254 8400
info@pallmallartadvisors.com

Also in San Francisco and New York
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He is the son of Andrew Wyeth and 
grandson of Newell Convers “N.C.” 
Wyeth, two of America’s most 

renowned artists, but has been famous 
for his own artistic talents since he was a 
teenager. This year, the first traveling and 
comprehensive retrospective of the painter 
Jamie Wyeth—organized by the Museum of 
Fine Arts, Boston—will continue to captivate 
visitors at the Brandywine River Museum 
of Art in Chadds Ford, Pennsylvania, the 
San Antonio Museum of Art, and the 

Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art in 
Bentonville, Arkansas. Featuring more than 
100 paintings spanning his earliest portraits 
to the present, it also includes works on 
paper, illustrations, and two tableaux 
vivants, mixed media assemblages that 
reflect his years in New York in the 1970s, 
and never shown before this exhibition.

Born in 1946, Jamie Wyeth followed an 
exceptional path for an artist. He was given 
the opportunity and support to pursue 
painting seriously at a young age and yet 
never formally studied art. Leaving school 
at 11, he trained with his aunt, painter and 
teacher Carolyn Wyeth (1909-1994). 
Studying anatomy in a New York City 
morgue and working in Andy Warhol’s 
studio for a while, he developed a highly 
personal approach to his art. Wyeth 
continued in the footsteps of his family by 
painting nearly exclusively in Chadds Ford, 

grandfather’s professional successes, while 
his large-scale portraits of barnyard animals 
and birds are forerunners to his series of the 
seven deadly sins. Portrayed by seagulls, it 
is both haunting and disturbing; and, Wyeth 
once observed, “They are nasty birds, filled 
with their own jealousies and rivalries. I 
love their independence, that’s what makes 
them nasty.”  Many of his landscapes of 
the Brandywine Valley, coastal Maine, 
family members and fellow artists, as 
well as domesticated and wild animals, 

are executed in “combined mediums,” his 
preferred term to describe his technique. 
Wyeth’s compositions also reflect 
inspiration from artists as disparate as John 
Singleton Copley, Thomas Eakins, Winslow 
Homer, Rockwell Kent, and Edward Hopper, 
all of whom are represented by works in 
Wyeth’s personal collection.

Jamie Wyeth was once quoted as saying, 
“I look at myself as just a recorder. I just 
want to record things that interest me in 
life,” and that painting was like an “opiate 
when figures come alive.” We experience an 
extraordinary artist with this retrospective, 
embracing the legacy of his legendary 
family, while clearly forging his own 
remarkable path and compelling artistic 
voice.

For more information about this exhibition 
visit www.brandywinemuseum.org.    

the Brandywine Valley, and in Maine. 

His distinctive and inspired approach to 
realism over the course of his career is 
examined in this retrospective. Works going 
as far back to his childhood are presented 
in a way that illustrates how his creative 
process changed and evolved over the years 
and spanned diverse subjects, offering a 
complete summary of his recurring themes 
inspired by the people, places, and objects 
that occupy his world. 

A selection of preparatory drawings and 
studies offer a glimpse into Wyeth’s 
approach to portraiture. His 1963 painting 
of a local railroad worker, Portrait of Shorty, 
made when he was just 17, signaled the 
arrival of a remarkable new talent. His first 
virtuoso portraits of famous faces, such 
as the 1967 portrait of John F. Kennedy 
that first got him noticed nationally, are in 
the exhibition, along with those of Robert 
and Edward Kennedy, Warhol, ballet 
star Rudolf Nureyev, and a young Arnold 
Schwarzenegger. Visitors will  also see 
sketches Wyeth did as a court artist during 
the Watergate hearings; images inspired by 
his participation in NASA’s “Eyewitness to 
Space” program; as well as those his wife, 
Phyllis Mills Wyeth, the subject of many of 
his paintings. 

Examples of his work in book illustration 
in the exhibition will remind us of his 
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Jamie Wyeth stands aside Pumpkinhead–Self-Portrait (1972) at the opening of his retrospective. The event was standing-room only, the 
highest attendance in more than 20 years for The Brandywine River Museum.
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Cover:   
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